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Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Justice are
the proud and happy parents of
a fine baby boy who arrived last
Sunday. We are assured by
those who know that he is the
most perfect specimen of boy
babies ever invented and the only
fault his father has with him is
that he doesn't cry enough but
he believes he will be able to overcome that as he grows older.
Here's hoping he may live to ful-

The preliminary festivities of
the wedding which will take
from Roy one of ourmost charming girls have been in progress
for several days at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Vigil. Their
daughter, Carolina, will be the
bride of Leopoldo Martinez, and

The people of Roy have been
receiving notices of the taxes
that are charged up to them over
at Mora. There are some things
that warrant a mutiny in the

theweddingasplannedwilleclipse
in many respects any nuptials

ed

matter of taxes.

We have some

very interesting facts saved up
in this connection and are gathering more. We have no desire to
be regarded as a trouble-make- r
but there are some things that
must be remedied in this country
and in order to get the facts of
the conditions that exist here
before the people it is going to be
necessary for us to tell some
ugly truths.
Sunday-Scho- ol

,

I

Kansas Club
The meeting of the Kansas Club
at the home of Mrs. Dr. Gibbs
last Saturday was one of the
leading social events of the year.
The arrangements were very
elaborate and the "Place cards"
each bearing a gem of original
verse are cherished souvenirs of
the many guests. The refreshments were especially sumptous
and dainty. The portion which
found its way to our desk in
some mysterious manner are
ample proof of this assertion.
We have already conceded that
you can't be an aristocrat in Roy
unless you came from Kansas.

Officers

Rev. G, B. Hall was at Solano
The Roy Union Sunday School last week plastering the new M.E
elected officers last Sunday for Parsonage which is now complete
and ready for occupancy. We
the ensuing year as follows
Superintendent, Rev. G. B. Hall, have not seen it but they say it
is a cosy little home and a credit
Asst. Supt. G. R. Abernathy,
to the town.
Secretary, Earl Trible,
Asst. Sec'y. Miss Goldie Guthman
This office has added a new
(Treasurer, Miss Lucile Price,
Organist, Miss Lillian Griner, case of 10 point "Roman" type
Ass't. Organist, Miss Lulu Cox, with all the accented letters neces
sarytoset considerable amount
This is a nearly all new line-uand it is hoped the school will of Spanish andaré in position to
s
and other
respond to the new influences handle
job work set in Spanish or run a
and pick up in attendance.
The advantages of meeting in page of news matter in Spanish
the new church are a great help if desirable.
to the building up of the school
and as soon as theprevailing good Thel.O.O.P. Installed officers
weather comes againand the mud Wednesday evening as follows
dries up we shall see a decided
A. Ri Davis, N. G.
improvement.
J. 0. Leach, V. G.
Wm. G. Johnson, Sec'y.
Rocque Reeder arrived from
Irvin Ogden, Sr. Treas.
Oklahoma Wednesday to appear
The lodge also conferred the
as a witness in a contest case for
Initiatory degree on a candidate
a friend. He talks like he might
and has work in sight for several
as well stay now that he is here weeks to come.
so we anticipate livier times out
p

legal-blank-

at Pleasant View.
All persons who have ever liv

James W. Johnson is in re
ceipt, of a letter from Prof.W.T,
Conway of the New Mexico
College of Agriculture, replying
to the invitation sent from here
for the "Short Course" to be
.brought to Roy this winter, that
the College men may come to
Roy as one of the five points in
the state whsre the Course will
be given.
Prof. Conway wishes to know
what subjects the people here
desire to have discussed and
those who are interested in
special instruction in any special

Morris
more town lots in the Montezuma
Addition to Roy. Thtse, with
the lots he already owned gives
him almost a monopoly in that
corner of town. Steve is in line
for Mayor when this town incorday for her home professing an porates buthe seems to have other line should advise him in time to
abiding interest in the future of ambitions, the nature of which make arrangements for special
Roy,
he ia keeping secret at present. lectures.

sured Christmas presents of the
season, She is most versatile in
her accomplishments and has won
cempletely the admiration of all
the ladies who hava met her
Mrs. Le Mar departed Thurs
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About Taxation

The Deaton Bros. were in town
on land business Wednesday.
They are planning to incorporate Miss Faith Collins daparted for
her home in Illinois Wednesday
and build a town hall at Mills.
after a fortnight's visit and vacation spent here. She is matron
111. and
Remigio Lopez came down from of a hospital at
Dawson Tuesday to visit his returned to resume her duties.
family. He has a good position
in the big store there and is doing
Booming Business
as well as a married man can
away irom ws lamuy.
ríe toon nis iamny wiw mm to One of our exchanges is offering
Dawson Thursday where they a full year's subscription to each
will reside in future. Many of couple in its community who
their friends here regret the ne- marry during the year 1914.
This strikes us as a good idea
cessity for their going.
in some communities but present
appearances indicate that the
Mrs. Ida Church has taken ad- Matrimonial market in thisvicini
vantage of conditions over which ty doesn't need any special boostshe had no control, and has se- ing, Still, as we have ordered a
cured the permission of the state line of wedding invitations and
to resume the name of her for- announcements in anticipation of
mer husband and the father of the rush which is imminent, we
her children. Renouncing the will offer a year's subscription to
nameand reproach of her late each couple who has invitations
husband.
or annodncements printed at
Henceforth she will be "Mrs. this office,
Ida E, Watson. She expects to
prove upon her claim here and
to continue the management of
H B. Jones, of Tucumcari,
the Roy Cafe, under the
President of the Roy Trust and
cognomen.
Sayings Bank, was in the city
the first of th week attending
the annual meeting of Stockhold
Mrs. Lottie La Mar, of Kansas
ers of that institution. Mr. Jones
City, who has been visiting here
is one of the prominent finan
since before the holidays, is talkciers of the state and Roy is
ing of returning to the city on justly proud of the fact that he
the "Sluggish Missouri," She is is at the head of her one financial
an artist of striking ability and institution.
some of the Hand-paintChina
which she offered for sale here is
among the most costly and trea
bought forty four
Steye
w

SATURDAY,

Coming Wedding

celebrated here in many years.
The Groom's sister,
herself a bride of but two
fill the fondest dreams of doting
months is here with her husband
parents.
to assist in the ceremonies.

old-ne-
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With Charity For AJI- - And With Firmness In The Right'

ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO,
First-Bor- n

nt 'in

p in)

ed in Kansas are cordially invited
to attend the celebration of the
53rd anniversary of the admission
of Kansas to statehood. It is
planned to make this a celebration worthy the occasion. All
whilom Kansans are urged to bear
this in mind and be present to
aid in the celebration.
Baptist Ladies' Aid Society
will serve lunch at Goodman's
Store Saturday, Jan. 17. Your
patronage solicited.
Tom Blankenship was in town
a few days this week. It gets
lonesome for him out in the 1

country,

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

of the United
With these words she offered her Prudent,
hand to Hale, who retained it in his Republics of America.
;
grasp greedily.
"I know that many of the eection-lst- s
you
something
and internationalists say we' are
'I also want to tell
Confrom the countries that gave
Isolated
my
confidential,
dear Astra: The
tinental Club feels that this coming us our ancestors; I know that the
think the isolation was an outelection will bring the long expected
event that Is, the nomination of the rage against our further development
first woman President. And the eye in art, literature and science. They
of the Continental Club rests on you!" think those things, but we contlnental-ist- s
know differently.
Astra smiled serenely.
is true no Italian singers can be
"It
country
for
me
select
"Should the
its executive, I shall be glad to serve, Imported to please the ears of, the
and I will do my best to carry out the wealthy; it is true that we cannot add
plans formed by my father for the fur ancient pictures' to our collections of
masterpieces; It is true that the
therance of the United Republics.
She looked at the man whose ferret- yachts of our rich cannot make a tour
like eyes could not leave her face, of the Mediterranean; but compare
whose thick lips were parted, showing our losses with our gains!
"Since the isolation we have creatA Romance of the
a row of gleaming teeth. In spite of
his handsome appearance Astra had ed our American art! Does not that
Future
long ago discovered some bestial trait alone pay for our isolation?
"Our singers sing the airs of our
in him, and had often wondered how
country;
our artists paint pure, befriendship
his
could
extend
her father
By
to such a man. These thoughts fitted loved objects and scenes known to all
Guido von Horvath
through the brain of the girl, then an of us.
"Look at our magnificent, lofty arafterthought came and she askca:
and Dean Hoard
Inchitecture, our terraces and roof gar"Mr. Hale, Can you give me any
a
formation In regard to place I can dens at our reversible street covers,
at the swinging gardens, tube and
not find?"
Caprrlgbt, Mis, br W. G. Chapman In U Unlte4
my
my
aerial roads. These are our own
best,
Astra,"
dear
do
will
"I
States and Great Britain.
these are not Influenced by foreign
as
hesitated.
Astra
Hale,
said
I
We created them ourSYNOPSIS.
"Do you know a town, a district, education.
village or any other place by the selves."
Por fifty years the continent of North name of 'Cirynlth?' "
She stopped for a moment, stretched
America had been Isolated from the rest
thought
a
moment,
out
for
her shapely arm and continued:
then
Mr. Hale
a wonof the world by the use of
never
the isolation of our contiderful Invention of Hannibal Prudent
ha
had
"Before
of
heard
that
admitted
The Invention had saved the country
were
we
a mixture of all the nanent,
place.
the
from foreign Invasion, and the continent
world; today we are a nasome satisfaction.
had been united under one government
the
of
felt
tions
Astra
with Prudent as president. For half a
As Hale left the crystal palace, he tion complete in ourselves. There are
century peace and prosperity reigned In
met
this part of the world. The story111.opens
the tall, bronzed man who had no English, Irish, Dutch, German, ItalHis
with President Prudent critically
fourteen-hou-r
limited ians or Spaniards left These nationdeath is hastened by the receipt of a arrived on the
message from Count von Werdensteln or from San Francisco that morning, on alities have merged and produced the
Germany that he has at last succeeded In the broad stairway that led up to the citizen of America."
penetrating the rays. Dying, he warnsn
Her voice sank lower and vibrated
ids daughter Astra that this means a
main entrance He eyed the sunburnt
Invasion. He tells her to hurry to athletic man curiously; the man, not- with emotion.
before he
the Island of Cirynlth. but dies
"A new item has sparkled through
withstanding his modish style of dress,
can tell the location of the place.
stranger.
the country, a bit of news even more
looked a
CHAPTER II. Continued.
his
than the news of the
to
hall,
handed
card
he
In 'the
Ona ot them, noticeable for his tall, the waiting servant without a word. departure of the greatest man our
upriff&á figure, clear eyes and bronzed The servant looked at it and saw but country has produced.
I mean the
face, hastened to the helioboard; he one name:
news that our stronghold Is near its
'
was followed bv a short man, who6e
breakdown, that European scientists
"Napoleon Edison."
up
his
for
rotundity more than made
As the stranger had no appointment, have discovered the way to invade our
lack of height The tall man with the Astra told the servant to advise him
bronzed face eagerly watched the that she could not receive anyone un'sparkling news, aa he had been cut til Thursday evening, after the cremaoff from any form of communication tion of her father's earthly remains.
on the Tube Line for fourteen hours.
Edison shook his head somewhat Im
The sparks at that moment were print- patiently.
ing some uninteresting commercial
"If you say It is her wish not to see
news, but soon the following notice ap- me until Thursday evening, I must
peared:
wait notwithstanding the Importance
"Tha cremation of the
of my mission."
Hannibal Prudent, will be held at 4:00
He turned, left as hurriedly as he
p. m. Thursday."
came. His whole being seemed sur"Too late!" whispered the stranger charged with energy.
sadly, removing his hat "Friend San- ' Napoleon Edison met his short
tos, we are too late. How happy, how friend Santos on the roof garden becontented he would have been' had he fore the hourly stylograph. The round,
received the news I wanted to give ruddy cheeked man was watching the
him personally before he left" He helioboard with interest He enjoyed
took the arm of his friend. "Come, the great city Immensely, and at that
Santos, we have some hard work in moment he was laughing heartily at
tore."
the comic section shown on the board.
They took the elevator to the aeroEdison smiled at the amusement of
station of the depot, where they board- the man, he called Santos. Taking his
aero bus. A few arm, he led him to the elevator. This
ed the south-bounminutes, later they landed at the ter- time they went to the subway tube
and, after making some inquiries of
race of the American Hotel.
The same morning Astra received the guard, Edison bought two tickets
several committeea offering their sym- for New York. It took two hours for
pathies and condolences. When the them to make the Journey between
last one had gone she sank exhausted Washington and New York.
After they eft the train, the ' two Astra Had Long Ago Discovered
on a couch. She had rested but a
moment when a servant brought in a elbowed their way through excited and
Some Bestial Trait In Him.
card. She sighed wearily and made mourning crowds. Santos could hardly
a motion of dissatisfaction when she keep pace with the long strides of Isolation. I pray that the news is untrue, but should it be true, then we
Edison. They turned into Forty-seconread the name "Ambrosio Hale."
enAs
hurwill have to prepare for defense. .
he
was
admitted.
street
avenue
and
from
the
The mail
"Compatriots, true citizens! Who
tered he bowed deeply before the ried into the Hippodrome, an Immense,
weary girl who stood there in her but very old structure, a relic of the can fill the executive chair more satisfactorily than the one who, throughout
y black gown, looking like an angel of nineteenth century;
party
gathered
her whole life, has been prepared for
had
The continental
sorrow. The exquisite face had taken
' on a new beauty through her affliction. in this building and a somewhat stout it? I call to you and ask you to give
"I have come, my poor, suffering woman was speaking when the two your best Judgment for the cause and
girl, as a friend of your father. Dur- strangers entered. The audience list- with one heart and one thought nomiing these days of sorrow your wom ened to the woman with intense atten nate for the continentalist candidate
Pruan's heart iieeds the' aid of a strong tion; her pleasant, strong contralto the daughter"; 'of' Prudent, Astra
"
''
"
great
me
dent
hall
filled
the
she
and
voice
with
man. Your father honored
'
iita intimate friendship, and I want, to brought out important points in her i Here she was Interrupted by a heavy
address with decisive strokes,
:.,' voice thundering: .,
offer you my services."
"No female rule for me."
Edison and Santos stopped and list
"Thank you very 'much, Mr. Hale,
'
'
'
"
That was áll he could say. as his
Your kindness touches me. It is good ened.
voice
flattened out behind a healthy
we
owe
upon
bless
all these
"To whom do
to know that there are friends
resoundingly on the disslap
delivered
give
thanks
mustwe
whom
during
ings?
To
these sad
,
whom ,1 can count
days.. My beloved father, however. for the thousands of other things that turber's mouth. The hand and arm
made1 such
arrangements add comfort to home life, travel and that administered this rebuke belonged
;
that I hardly think thére is: any need national existence? To whom but the to Napoleon Edison. With a strong
of your assistance. But I thank you man whose soul has left the clay and jerk he turned the surprised man
entered the land of peace: Hannibal toward the door and he was carried
Trith all my heart"
nt

;
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on and on as If he were a wreck be
ing tossed ' by stormy waves. When
order was restored, the speaker con

tinued:
"With all my heart I trust Miss
dent will be the nominee of the

Prus.

Those who agree with
me, kindly stand up!"
As one body the audience rose and
60,000 voices thundered "Hurrah! for
the continental nominee!"
Then the oratrix sat down.
Astra, in her own room in the crystal palace, saw and heard through the
the whole proceedings of the New York continental
party In' the Hippodrome. She had
raised her hand to disconnect her machine when a man from the audience
asked for the right to speak.
According to the rules of the party,
all who desired had the right to make
an address, so this request was readily
granted. Since no one asked for this
man's name, It was not disclosed.
"Ladies and Gentlemen," he began.
"I have a message to deliver to the
political party In which I believe; do
not ask me how I happen to be the
Instrument that 'was selected to convey this message to you, but I beg
of you to seriously consider my words.
"You have all heard or read about
the warning that came to our dear
Hannibal Prudead, the
electro-stylograp-

h

dent"

There was silent emotion in his
voice .when he mentioned that name.
"That warning is only too true. Our

.

enemies, defeated fifty years ago, have
found a way to break through our isolation; they have spent these fifty
years planning revenge! We can

through Hannibal Prudent's efforts,
put off their invasion for one year,
which will give us a little time to prepare for defense. Continentallsts, my
brothers in conviction, spread strength

and faith through the mighty land, as
God has given us, Just as he did nrty
years ago, a man to liberate this country from the oppressor's' hand. God,
in his infinite goodness, has given us
another Instrument to repel the storm
ing enemies."
His voice filled the great hall; his
words were convincing through the
sincerity of the orator.
As he opened his mouth to speak
again, the large helioboard began to
sparks and
show many colored
the audience watched it in apprehension; the whole atmosphere was
charged with an inexplicable feeling of
expectation. Not a person moved un
til the man on the platform stepped
quickly down to the operating table of
and adjusted
h
the
receiving
right
the instrument into the
and
ceased
sparking
The
socket.
blurred, but discernible, a picture appeared.
As the audience stared the pictures
became somewhat clearer and they
saw what appeared to be tremendous
sea monsters lying immovable on the
bosom of the ocean. The huge bulks
of metal, showing unknown forms ol
warfare, were pointed menacingly at
the silent audience, which was representative of the fifty years just past;
the comparison showed clearly that
the science and genius of the Europeans had only produced a perfection
Instruments, while
of
the Americans had advanced in .science, art, literature and a general development of the human race.
The great audience, which had been
bo enthusiastic, now sat as motionless
as a bird that has been charmed by
a snake, Intently watching the wonder
ful picture that moved and changed
Incessantly; huge airships of an improved type, resembling the old style
Zeppelin, glittered brightly, as thej
moved with ponderous grace.
As the pictures vanished a sigl
Issued from every heart and a rustle
of relaxation stirred the multitude.
Many turned toward the platform, hoping to see the man who had last spoken, but he was gone.
By the time the people who had
been favored by a sight of the enemies
destructive forces, began to leave the
hippodrome, that young man was on
his way to the capital. He was none
other than Napoleon Edieon.
"
zig-za-

g

electro-stylograp-

death-dealin-

g
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Notice For Publication

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Notice For Publication.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M. Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M
Nov241913.
Nov 24 1913.
Notice is hereby given that John
Notice is hereby given that Rudolph
C. Grunig, of Roy, N. M. who on HCriswell of Solano, New Mexico,
made homestead
made HE Serial 02402 Nol5034 who, on
16425 for NW
04730
28,
entry,
No.
serial
for WJ SW1 Sec 27, EJ SEJ Sec
19
Township
North. Rge.
Twp. 20 N, Range 20 E, N. M. P. Section 3,
Meridian, has filed notice of inten- 27 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
tion to make five Year proof to es- notice of intention to make Final
tablish claim to the land above de- five year proof, to establish claim
scribed, before U. S. Commissioner, to the land above described, before
F. H. Foster, at his office, at Roy, D. S. Durrin, U. S. Commissioner, at
N.M. on the 10th day of January 1914 his office, at Solano, N. M. on the 10
day of January 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
'
Claimant names as witnesses,
Irvin Ogden,
P. J. Hogue,
of Roy, N. M
Ogden, Sr.
Irvin
Taylor S Browning, Geo, W. RudisiJl
E F Ivey,
Marion Conner,
all of Roy, N. M. ,
D.
choate,
Erneit
all of Solano, N. M.
Paz Vakerde,
Register.
Paz Valverde
12-6-1- -3

Register.

12-6-1- -3

Notice f,6r Publication
the Interior,
Deparement
at Clayton, N. M.
Office,
U, S. Land
Nov, 24 1913.
Notice i3hereby given that Forrest
Proctor of Mills, N. M. who on
made HE no.010952 for SI section 23.
Twp. 23 N. range 26 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final three year proof to establish
claim to. the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner
at hia office in Roy, N. M. on the 16
day of January 1914 .
claimant names as witnesses,
Frank Spright.
Bacil Proctor,
'
Abe Proctor,
Jeff Price,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

of

12--

1--

6

N.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Nov 24 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Sam
B Tower, of Roy, N. M who on 1 22-- 7
made HE, Srial 04432 No 14466, for
SEJ NE1, NE1 SEi Sec. 22, NWi SW1
SW1 NWJ, Seo 23, Twp. 20 N. Range
26 E N. M. P. Meridian has filed
notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land ai'ove described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his offi
ce at Roy, N. M. on the 10th day of

January

Officers and Stockholders
H.

B.

JONES.

President.

C. L. JUSTICE, Cashier.
Dr. F. B.EVANS.
IGNACIO MAESTAS.
C. E. MoGINNIS. Attorney.
W. H. FUQUA.
. Directors.

OUR BUSINESS-BANKIN- G
BANKING IS OUR BUSINESS

claim without blushing, all the essentials necessary to make our
s
that of baunking.
We

Bus-nes-

We

4

tender our patrons a. most

sat if actor y safe service,

backed
substantial capital and

Resources.

We welcome

ness.
The

your

ce,

busi-

.

Hoy Trust and

Savings Bacrik;
of ROY

1914.

Claimant names as witnesses:
all of Mills, N.'M.
L E Alldredge,
Register T S Browning
Paz Valverde,
3
Floersheim,
Jake
Tower,
Geo.
All of Roy, N. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Paz Valverde,
Register.
12-6-1- -3

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

1i

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Nov. 24, 1913.
that Oscar A.
given
hereby
is
Notice
on
who
M
N
Solano,
Murphy of
010006-0508for
made HE Nos
22,
Twp.
SW Sec. 15 NWi section
19N. Range 28 E. NM P Meridian has
filed notice of'intention to make Final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissiener, at his offl
ce at Roy, N. M. on the 12 day of

on7-20-1-

12-6-1- -3

-3

Nov, 24 1913.
Notice is hereby given that clement
F Williams, of Roy, N. M. who, on
made HE Serial 05011 No 18044
for Lots 1 and 2, EJ NWi Section 31,
TnwnshiD 21 N. Range 27 East,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Final five year
Proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office, Roy
New Mexico, on the 12 day of January
1914.

pisimant names as witnesses:

ri,.J.E Kidd

B. F. Emerson

Missing the Point.
Representative Bucker of Colorado,
apropos of a tariff argument about sugar, said to a Washington correspondent: "Oh, well, those men don't see
my point. They miss my point as badly as the old lady missed her 'son's.
"'Mother, a young man said, 'would
you believe that It takes 5,000 ele
phants 8 year to make our piano keys,.
and billiard balls?' Make our piano
keys and billiard balls!' cried the old
lady. "Well!
I always understood
that elephants were intelligent creatures, but I never knew before that
they'd been trained to make piano
keys and billiard balls"

VUWtAVw
Everybody Pretty Green.
Frank A. Roy,
Wm. Bowman,
"It's no wonder that Cain turned
out so badly."
all of Roy, N. M.
"How so?"
Paz Valverde,
"Neither his parents nor anybody
Register.
else in the neighborhood had had any
experience in' bringing up children."

J'"7

t

r-

-

ID

T

THE HOME OF

Quality Groceries

Grocery
Sells everything good to

eat. Our pricés are
,

always right.
A Modern Meat Market
A Model Bakery

F. A. ROY, Manager.
Roy,

12-6--

j

3

Notice For Publication

Department of the Interior,
U. S, Land Office Clayton, N. M.
Nov 24, 1913.
given that Charles,
hereby
is
Notice
0
E. Hunt, of Solano, N M who
Section
011739,
for SJ
made HE. No,
4 Twp 19 N Rg 28 E NMP Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H
Januiry, 1913.
Foster U, S. Commissioner, at. his
Claimant names as witnesses-Walte- r
Mark Woods, office at Roy,N. M,,
Quillin,
1914.
Wm Bradley, on the 17th day of January,
Thos Hamilton
Claimant names as witnesses;
All of Solano, N. M.,
B W Sturgis of Roy, N M.
Valverde,
Mark L Woods,
Paz
W. R Bradley,
W. C. Bradley,
Register,
All of Solano N, M.
Paz Valverde,
Notice For Publication
Register,

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

1

1Z

N. M.

THE
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50

SPANISH-AMERICA-
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SPENT

YEARS WITH RAZOR

Charley Gramlich, a Veteran Barber, Who Has Performed Tonso-,- J
rial Work for Some of the Noted Men of His Time, Still
Remains at His Post of Duty Doing Good Work

Has No Boast to Make of Old Days.
Philadelphia. You take a barber of
today. Well, never mind; no use picking needless quarrels. But they bred
giants in the old First ward when
Charley Gramlich learned his trade. A
barber barbs these days, and lets it go
at that. But Gramlich, with his recyears behind him,
ord of fifty-simight be called the Admirable Crich-to- n
among barbers.
Mornings you can find him in his
shop at 1505 Mifflin street, wafting the
early thistledown off some young
shaver who has come to consecrate his
chin to manhood under the razor of
venerable experience, or paring the
stubble of some patron who has depended on him since the Centennial.
Afternoons, if he isn't busy, he may be
up in his studio, painting pictures that
frequently sell for real money. Evenings, unless some special crop of
whiskers glows in to claim his veteran
skill instead of his assistant's, he Is
arguing penuchle with the other experts, for he is acknowledged to be the
champion penuchle player of the First

To Gramlich's shop now come such
faithful patrons as Dr. Charles Gesslei
of the Art club, whom Gramlich has
shaved for 44 years; Samuel Campbell,
the cashier of the Tradesmens and
Manufacturers' bank, whom he shaved
for 40 years, and Dan Cobb, of Broad
and Mifflin streets, who appears three
or four times a week after a loyalty
that has lasted as long as Doctor Gesa.
ler's.
The veteran has no boasts to make
of the old days.
"When I learned the business, bar.
bers did cupping and leeching; but
they were out for the'cash ahead of an
easy shave. It was a lick and promise
for the customer then and many a
face was sore after the barber got
through with it
"The regular price then was a flp
five or six cents for a shave, and a
levy ten or twelve cents for a hail
cut. When you got into a good, high-classhop, tips were the rule, Just aa
they are now. The tip at the Continental was from 10 to 25 cents, and
that money counted by the time your
week was up. Billy McGrath, who was
the president of the Union Street Car
line, gave me a tip of five dollars every
six weeks. The prices then in the shop
were 20 cents for a shave and 40 cents
for a haircut. But we aimed to give
shaves and haircuts that were the
finest in the city, and a man had to be
one of the best in the business to hold
up his end in handling the people who
cams to us. It was a fine shop, but I
wanted to be in business, so I started
for myself as soon as I thought I could
make good in the old First ward.
"When will I quit? Oh, I don't know.
I'm feeling as well as ever, and I like
to have something to do. People keep
right on coming to me, and I may as
well go on shaving them. Some time,
maybe, I'll take a little place out in the
country. Say do you know any suburb
where there are some right good pe
nuchle players?"

1864, and then negotiations opened for
his admission to that distinguished
!
station in barberlng, a job at the
hotel. He went there in the
spring of 1865.
After that no higher glory was attainable. The job paid only $15 a
week; but a man in that shop was
liable to have the president of the
United States more at his mercy than
had been possible for the Confederate
armies, and what the Continental barbers valued more, he got a commission
of 15 per cent, on the cups, brushes,
French oil and lavender vinegar that
went to complete a real gentleman's
shave. That amounted to four or five
dollars a week extra.
Gramlich, at the height of his profession, never shaved Lincoln. But he did
shave Governor Curtin, and Billy
and Tom Archer, and John Edgar Thomson, who was president of
the Pennsylvania railroad, and most
of the other local notables in finance
and politics.
A couple of years of such prosperity
and Gramlich, the Continental expert,
reached the conclusion that one height
r
s
X. '
remained for him to climb. He must be
his own boss. He forsook the grandeurs of Chestnut street, and for two
and a half years he had his shop opposite the old navy yard, at Front and
'
Federal streets. For 37 years he was
f
í"
located at 1432 South Fifth street, and
How Some Gamblers Are Made.
it was only eeveri years ago that he
Chicago. The influence of mothers
moved to Fifteenth and Wharton. In
play bridge and fathers who inwho
every
one of
that time he has shaved
dulge
in poker promotes the interest
in
ward,
and
prominence
the
has
!
played penuchle with most of them. of children In games of chance and
patrons, who make makes gamblers of them, Mrs. Arla R.
He has
pilgrimages to him from far homes for Black told the Chicago Women's As--,
sake and the luxury of his sociation of Commerce.
familiar touch, among them Thomas
Woman Sues Saloonkeeper.
Taylor of Seventeenth, and Diamond
Chicago.
Emma Lord is suing Pe50
comes
years,
to
streets, who,, after
him once a month for a hair cut and a ter Hell, a saloonkeeper, on a promshave. When the late Thomas G. issory note because Hell refused to
Tasker, one of the founders of the firm advertise over the door of his place
of Morris, Tasker & Co., whoBe home a whisky in which Mrs. Lord was inwas on Fifth street below Tasker, got terested.
years old, and doubtto
be eighty-threÍ
j
Milkman Pays the Penalty.
ed the sureness of his own hand on his
Judge Newcomb refused
"
Chicago.
i
Gramarranged
with
1 firm old chin, he
lich to come to his house and shave to believe the plea that damp weathn
him regularly at 50 cents a trip, and er makes milk watery, and fined
Charles Gramlich, Veteran of Razor the service continued until Mr. Tasker
Michalskl, a milkman, $10 on a
and Shears.
charge of putting water in milk.
died, at the age of ninety-threward , and novices come to sit at his
feet and learn wisdom.
DESIGNED TO FOIL. THE APACHES
Last May brought around the anniversary of the day when Charley, the
Bavarian boy of fourteen, was given
his first Job in Hertzog's shop, on
V
00rf
Wharton street above Fifth. His wages
J!
.Lililí" V Jiijni'
as apprentice was 75 cents a week and
board with his boss family. Charley
imagined he was fixed for life. But
only eight months passl before Hertz-o- g
shut up his shop and the boy apprentice had to find another job. His
new boss took him on as a
'
Journeyman at the trade, and paid him
one dollar a week, plus board. By industry, patience, frugality, diligence
and the rest of the virtues which were
urged on the toiling masses in that
generation, Charley rose in his calling,
until, in 1859, he was receiving the imposing wage of three dollars a week,
board thrown in.
With the outbreak of the war in '61,
Charley claimed the dignity and wages
of manhood, and Gus Goebel that
very same Goebel by whose official license so many of us have been permitted to marry and pay the happy gas
bills took him on at $15 a week and
Bank messengers and custodians of bank funds have been held up so
feed himself, in the old Goebel barber
banking
shop on Moyamensing avenue, below frequently in the streets of Paris by highwaymen and Apaches that
'
any
prevent
further
on
to
wheels
safe
veritable
adopted
thi3
firm3 have
Washington avenue.
inclosed.
is
seat,
car
entire
driver's
the
of
the
exception
the
With
Goebel
until
losses.
Charley worked for
Coa-tinenta-
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WASHING DAY ADVICE
HOW TIME MAY BE SAVED AND
GOOD RESULTS ACHIEVED.

Housewife of Experience Tells of Hep
Methods, Which Seem to Be Worth
Copying Considers Wringer

Absolute Necessity.
My method of washing Is so easy.
and at the same time so effective,
that I wish to pass it on for the benefit of others.
I fill my washing machine with wa
ter cool enough to bear my hands In,
and add one and one-hacups of good
washing powder.
After carefully sorting the clothes,
I first put in the leaBt soiled, and turn
the machine until they are clean; then
with the wringer attached to the ma
chine, I wring out all except those with
the soiled spots, which I leave in to go
through another washing.
I then proceed with the next lot and
so on until all are done, adding a little
boiling water from time to time if the
Wash is a large one.
And nice pieces, such as fine lin
gerie,, or gingham likely to be faded
by the powder, I do by hand with a
lf

good soap.

After the dirt has all been removed
the water and rinse the ma
chine, then fill it with clean water to
which is added bluing, and beginning
with the first clothes washed I rinse
them by running the machine as for
washing them, and wring them out;
My clothes are as clean and white
as if I had soaked, boiled and washed
them through a half dozen waters, as
I used to do.
In these days of efficiency women
should use all the
devices
possible. Never try to do without a
wringer.
Add a pinch of sugar to water in
which veils are washed, to give body
to the otherwise flimsy veil. Exchange.
I draw off

labor-savin-

.

g

Tomatoes, Carolina Style.
A dozen large, sound, ripe tomatoes.
Cut out from the top of each an Inch
round piece and scoop out all the
seeds and liquid. Cook a pint of Caro-Una

rice in a quart of veal broth
(made from bones), salted, and half
a minced green pepper added. When
it has' boiled 15 minutes add four
ounces of oil or butter, mingle well
and then let it stand where it will
steam for about ten minutes. Then fill
the tomatoes, put on the covers, an
range in a baking pan, sprinkle over
with oil or' butter, and bake half an
hour In a moderately hot oven. Dish
up and pour a little sauce around it
and serve.
,

Economy In the Household.
New inventions of positive merit
tend to raise the task of housekeeping
from drudgery to a delightfully inter-

esting occupation. Take, for instance,
a pan invented for cleaning silver,
it saves most of the labor and removes
the tarnish without the usual rubbing
away of silver. In this way the plating is preserved almost indefinitely.
The work is accomplished in a small
fraction of the time usually devoted
to the cleaning of silver, and the result la much more satisfactory, both
in point of appearance of the silvei
and for the reason that the silver is
strictly sanitary.
Spanish Cream.
Soak for half an hour a quarter of
a box of gelatine in a pint of milk.
Then put it on the fire in a double
boiler; beat the yolks of two eggs and
half a cup of sugar together, and
when the milk Is boiling stir the eggs
in; cook until it begins to thicken.
Beat the whites of the eggs very light
and stir into the mixture when it is
taken off the fire; flavor with two
of vanilla, and pour Into the
mold to firm. The mold must be first
dipped in cold water, and the whites
of eggs beaten thoroughly well Into
the custard.

,
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HOW GOOD 'TWOULD BE.
If I knew you and you knew me; if both of
üs coulb clearly see,
And with an inner Bight divine the meaning
of your heart and mine,
I'm sure that we would differ less and clasp
our hands in friendliness,
Our thoughts woud pleasantly agree if 1 knew
you and you knew me.
Do you think we need sidewalks?

Much Powder
The cost of firing one of "Uncle Sams" large
canons, a single shot, just for practica, would
pay one young mans schooling, board, books and
tuition at the University of New Mex. for four
years. May the day soon come when we will
shoot less, and school our boys more.
There are good boys in this town, who tramp the streets, because, their parents are more
interested in tariff, than the boys and girls.

The school has received the sad news that
Jay Bradley one of the graduates of the class
of 1911 had the misfortune of having his foot
ciushed off while working at Dawson last week,
Jay was working for the E.XP. &S. W. as
switchman and his foot was caught between
the bumpers. The accident will probably cause
the amputation of the foot just above the ankle.
Jay has the sympathy of the school in his
misfortune.
Dollie Farmer who has been visiting her papa
at Koehler during holidays returned home Monday. Dollie says the Polly did not wait for them
Sunday and left French just 2 minutes before the
Santa Fe pulled in, so they went on to Dawson
and spent the evening at that place and came
down to Roy the next morning. Dollie Í3 better
pleased than ever with the Roy Schools and says
we are the best advertised schools for our size in
the state, and every where you can hear comments on the work we are doing and on the
Record.

North America.

Graduation
Class
Organizes
The Clas3 of '14 met Tuesday morning and
formed an organization - and elected officers.
The officers elected are as follows:
Chester R. Scott
President
. Hazel M. Sheltren
Vice President
Archibfld R. Davis
Secretary
Sjlvan S. FJoersheim
Treasurer
The dates chosen for the graduation exercises
are as follows:
Baccaul aureate Sermon
26
April
Clas3Play
29
April
Graduation
May 1
Alumni
May 2
The Class is planning to have State Supt Alvan
N. White present to deliver the Graduation
address.
The class is composed of 12 boys and girls and
will be one of the largest classes that ever
graduated from the Roy Schools.

Johnson.: "Fools can ask questions that
wise men can't answer."
Eighth grader: "I guess that's why I alwsy3
""
flunk my xams."

A pen point is a little thing, yet there is'
more steel used in the manufacture of pens than
in all the sword and gun factories in the world.
A ton of steel produces about 1,500,000 pens.

Ethel Leatherman who has been spending the

Lola Lopez one of the best ' students of
the Third Grade had to quit school Wed.
as her parents
moved to Dawson where
an excellent position with
bas
her father
the Phelps Dodge Co. Here's success to you
Lola.

The school grounds are covered with ice and
water.
,

A boat would be a good means of locomotion to school these days.
On account of the vacation last week we
were unable to get out last weeks record.

Have you broken
Resolution yet?

your New

The Schools opened again

Monday

Years

after

a ten days Christmas vacation.
The candy bill of the American girl is
$134,000,000 a year, and $10,000,000 more than
the cost of all the paint and varnish used in
-

holidays with home folks near Solano
to her school work Monday morning.

returned

It takes one twentieth of a second for a
wireless signal to pass from Washington D.C.
to San Francisco, Cal.
Eugenia Alldredge is visiting her sister Miss
Helen in Springfield, Mo.

Gertrude Pendleton is again in school after
several weeks absence, caused dy the stormy
weather.
The Record received prominent mention in
two Illenois papers during December,
O. Ernest Anderson a graduate of the class
of '13 left for Dawson Monday, where he will
work for the next few months. Here is success

to you Ernest.
Deafness can be pi evented by wagging the
ears, says a French physician. It has been
known for a long time that dumbness can be
cured by wagging the tongue.

THE GOOD HOLIDAYS

the holidays have flown! It seems only
yesterday that they regan, and now they are
over. The Yule tide period brings out the best
boys
thatsin us. It restores the home circle-th- e
How

and girls back beside the fireside as they were
when little children, father and mother close to
them, everyone enjoying the spirit of the truly
Holy days which glide by so rapidly. No one
likes to see these days go, but still there is a
thot to cheer us. Another year is coming. Life
would be tiresome if all the days were holidays.
So lets go to work with a determination to accomplish more this year than we did in the past
A letter from Dr. W.T. Conway of the A.
andM. College was received this week and wil
be published as soon as possbile. The letter urges the organizing of Industrial Clubs for boys
and girls and industrial education of every
Dr. Conway will be remembered by the
Roy people as one of the lecturers accompany
ing the Demonstration Train last winter.
dis-cripti-

man with nothing else to do has figured
that the Grand Canyon of Colorado is equal to
7,304 Panama canals. Well, what does that prove?
A.

Department.
Intermediate Room notes.

Examination for the fourth month will be
held Monday.
Remember visitors are always welcome

at

our school.
Grady Judy enrolled in the fifth grade
Tuesday.
The fourth mouth of school closed yesterday.
The question that the pupils are trying to
solve this week is: "Who will rank one for the
fourth month of school?"
A few are absent this week from the
Intermediate room and we urge that as soon
as possible they return to school for the
promotion of some of the fourth, fifth and sixth
grade is now a very serious question which
you can only help by perfect attendance.
School reopened Monday Jan. 5th after a
ten days vacation. Good attendance goes to
prove that all were anxious to get back to work

we are pleased to note that Thomas Burris is
able to return to school since the Holidays.
Despite the bad weather several have not been
absent nor tardy during the fourth month of
school in the Intermediate room and we only
hope that this number will be twice as great
next month.

The following news item was taken from the
Wagon Mouni Pantograph of Decemeber 25th
and shows that other towns besides Roy are ap- preciaung tne scnooi worK oeing done by the
Roy Schools. The teachers and the pupils appreciate these words of encouragement.
THE ROY PUBLIC SCHOOL
Last Friday our Editor had an occasion to
visit the Public School of Roy; he had only time
however to visit three of the four rooms which
compose the said School and tells us that the
Roy School is coming to the front and up the
ladder of fame In such a way that all the schools
in the County ought to follow their example.
Without a doubt our editor says the Roy school
is the best in the County at the present time;
the school directors have accomplished the good
work done there by keeping such able and strong
teachers as Professor Johnson. Mrs. Romine and
Miss Collins for the last four years. The pupils
show that these teachers who have their work
at the very bottom of their heart have doñeas
much for the children of that district as could
possibly be done in any other public school in
the State. The other room which has charge of
the intermediate grades our editor did not have
time to visit, but the people of the town are
very much pleased with the work done in that
room by Miss Nutter who last year taught
school in our Wagon Mound School.
The school has a manual training department
which is starting very nicely, it also has an editorial bepartment where the boys and girls of
the higher grades edit their own paper, Roy
Schools Record.
The business men of that town as well as the
ladies interested in the schools always lend a
helping hand towards any movement for the
benefit of their school. Why not follow their
example?

,

Explained

Two country youths were on a visit to Londdh.
They went into the British Museum and saw a
mummy, over which hung a card on which was
printed, " B.C. 87 "

They were mystified, and one said:
said Sam, "I should say it was the
number of the motor car that killed him."

" Well,"
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'Tape's Diapepsin"

fixes

sick,

A

sour, gassy stomachs in
five minutes.
.

BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING
EVENTS IN THIS AND FOR.
"eIGN COUNTRIES.

Time It! In five minutes all stomach

distress will go. No indigestion, heart-

burn, sourness or belching of gas, acid,
or eructations of undigested food, no
dizziness, bloating, or foul breath.
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for its
speed in regulating upset stomachs.
It is the surest, quickest and most certain indigestion remedy in the whole
world, and besides it is harmless.
Please for your sake, get a large
fifty-cen- t
case of Pape's Diapepsin
from any store and put your stomach
right. Don't keep on being miserable
life is too short you are not here
long, so make your stay agreeable.
Eat what you like and digest it; enjoy it, without dread of rebellion in
the stomach.
Pape's Diapepsin belongs in your
home anyway. Should one of the family eat something which don't agree
with them, or in case of an attack of
indigestion, dyspepsia, gastritis or
stomach derangement at daytime or
during the night, it is handy to give
the nuickest relief known. Adv.
Extravagant Diet.
that woman's got money to
throw away!"
'
"How do you know?"
"Didn't you just hear her order a
"My, but

DISFIGURED WITH PIMPLES
Whitewater,

Colo.

"Eczema broke

out all over my little grandson's face
and body. It just looked as though
blood poison would set up at times
when he would scratch himself so
'

much. The eczema broke out in pim
ples and would run a watery corruption and wherever the water touched
the flesh, another pimple would form,
until the pimples would form a sore.
His clothing irritated his body and he
lost his rest at night. The disease
was so irritating and would itch so
that I have seen him in such an irri
tating condition that he would cry
and scratch himself until the blood
would run. He was very much disfigured as the skin would be torn from
his cheeks from the scratching.
"I tried all the simple remedies that
I knew of to stop the pain and burning, ,but they did not cure him. This
went on until January, 1912, when I
began to use the Cuticura Soap and
Ointment, which proved a complete
cure in a short time." (Signed) Mrs.
Stephens, Nov. 19, 1912.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free, with 32-- Skin Book. Address post- card "Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
p.

Natural Result,
"I saw stars in that collision."
"No wonder, when the train wae
telescoped."
IS EPILEPSY CONQUERED?
New Jersey Physician Said to Have
Many Cures to His Credit.
Red Bank, N. J. (Special). Advices

from every direction fully confirm
previous reports that the remarkable
treatment for epilepsy being administered by Dr. Perkins of this city, is
achieving wonderful results. Old and
stubborn cases have been greatly
benefitted and many patient3 claim to
have been entirely cured.
Persons suffering from epilepsy
should write at once to Dr. H. W.
Perkins, Branch 49, Red Bank, N. J
for a supply of the remedy which is
being distributed gratuitously. Adv.

IN

LATE

DISPATCHES

DOINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS

N.

value- - of the year
"id
the world was $455,000,000.

Th

1913

The
to
production of the previous year ex
ceeded this total by $11,000,000.
Postmaster General Burleson has
barred from the mails any parcel con
taining the body of any wild animal
or bird killed In violation of the laws
of any state, territory or district.
A Joint resolution to conditionally
suspend the operation of the provision cf the Panama canal act granting
free passage to American coastwise
vessels was introduced by cnairman
AdamBon of Georgia to the house com
merce committee.
Representative Richard Bartholdt of
St. Louis, who has represented the
Tenth Missouri district in the House
years, has issued a
for twenty-twstatement saying he will not be a canwhen his term exdidate fcr
pires in 191.5. Only two other members of the House, Representatives
Payne of New York and Jones of
have loneer records of service.
expects
to work for universal
He
peace.
Out of a total of 1,743 casualties at
'
sea among coastwise vessels during
the fiscal year ending June 30 last, the
highest in the history of the live-savessels
ing service, only sixty-nin- e
e
persons
seventy-threwere lost and
were drowned, according to the an
nual report of S. I. Kimball, general
superintendent of the service, which
has just been made public.

Rrsi in
First in Quality
First in Resalt

Calumet Baking

o

OF THE AGE.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

WESTERN.
Livestock, the value of which was
estimated at $565,000,000, was received
at Chicago stockyards during 1913.
Col. Henry Exall, president of the
National Corn Exposition, died at his
home at Dallas, Tex., of heart disease.
He was born at Richmond, Va., in 1848.
It was discovered by, postoffice inspectors that $7,700 in currency was
contained in two of seven registered
mail packages stolen from the Kearney, Neb., postoffice.
Under a new liquor law which became effective Jan. 1 all saloons in
Arkansas must close and remain so
until the courts can pass on petitions
asking for licensed liquor.
Robert Maloney, a magician, who
registered at a Cincinnati hotel under
his stage name of J. R. Willard, shot
and killed his wife. Othello, and his
daughter while they slept.
It was reported to the supervisors
that nearly 1,000 men arrived in San
Francisco following the announcement
that the city was to provide labor lor
the unemployed at $1.50 for four hours
work.
F. A. Fowler, owner of a lunchroom
in the banking district at Seattle, was
stabbed to death in the kitchen of the
establishment, probably by a robber
The cash register and safe were found
empty.
Charged with embezzlement of
about $10,000 from a bank in Havana.
Tobaldo Gou, a young bank clerk, alleged to be a fugitive from Cuba, was
arrested at Yampa Fia., at the instance of Consul Ybor.
An agreement of counsel was
reached whereby the fourth trial of
Dr. E. Clarke Hyde, charged with the
murder of Thomas H. Swope, a millionaire philanthropist, will begin at
Kansas City January 12.
The overhead charges of the capitalistic system are the cause of the
cost of living, according to the
address of Dean Albian W. Small of
the University of Chicago at the twenty-sixth
annual meeting of the American Economic Association at Minneapolis.
Revision of the present mining law
which dates back to the Jerome B.
Chaffee act of 1873, when , Colorado
was yet a territory is the main topic
to be discussed at the annual meeting
of the American Institute of Mining
Engineers, which convenes in New
York city February 1G, 1914.
WASHINGTON.

New Year day in the capital passed
over without a White House reception for the first time since the day
of President Monroe.
Lucy Hoke Smith, daughter of Senator Hoke Smith of Georgia, and Ensign Alston R. Simpson of the United
States navy were married at Senator
Smith's home.
Most of the congressmen left in the
capital during the recess are busy
It takes many a man an hour to tell studying the problems with which
his troubles that he could rid1 of in they will have to deal when Congress
reconvenes Jan. 12.
ten minués.

.,

First in Purity
First in Economy
and for these reasons
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Powder is first in the
hearts of the millions
of housewives who
use it and know it.
RECEIVED

HIGHEST AWARDS

Werld'f Pure Feed Eifeufea,
Coieafo, IUiieis.

Parí Eifwiiwa, Fraace, Ban
1912.

v

With bold strokes, Franklin K. Lane,
secretary of the interior, outlined, in
his annual report to the President, a
broad policy in the conservation of the
vast natural resources of the United
States which yet He within the regulatory powers of the government, and
pointed to the important results that
may be achieved through the development of these resources under proper
supervision.
The organization committee, which
is to launch the new federal reserve
banking system for the nation, announced its plan of action for marking out boundaries of reserve districts
and the selection of federal reserve
cities. Public hearings will be neld
in fourteen large cities of the country
St.
New York, Boston, Chicago,
San
Louis, Denver, Seattle, Portland,
Francisco, Los Angeles, Houston, New Yei Wl Urt
l.vBA"J.MJ'mf5i II
Orleans, Atlanta, Cincinnati and Cleve. I fekiu powder. Doe't hewkolewae-fi- rn
remitt. I
I More economical oreto aoor Bilk and beat
land.
U.
I Calam.t it far tnparior

p
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SPORT.

Gushing Fountain.
Patrice What makes his letters so
Jack Dillon defeated Gus Christie in gushing?
d
bout at Indianapolis.
Patience Uses a fountain pen, I
Tom
out
Battling Levinsky knocked
guess.
Daly in Becond round at New York.
Jimmy Duffy defeated Frankie
A GRATEFUL OLD MAN.
bout in Buffalo.
in
deStanley Yoakum got
Mr.W.D. Smith, Ethel, Ky, writes:'
cision over Walt Walters at Denver.
I have been using Dodd's Kidney Pills
Bud Ander- for ten or twelve years and they have
Leach Cross knocks-ou- t
son at Los Angeles in seven rounds. done me a great deal of good. I do
cot think I would be
Freddy Welsh defeated Johnny Dunalive today if it
bout
dee at New Orleans in
were not for Dodd's
deciHarry Brewer gets
Kidney Pills. I
sion over Wildcat Ferns at Kansas
strained my back
City.
about forty years
Howard Baker and Frankie Fowser
ago, which left it
boxed ten rounds to a draw at Raton,
very weak. I was
N. M.
troubled withlnflam- thft Mad- matlnn
w
Eddie McGoorty knocked out Dave
HIT '
MiWLtv. nf
Smith,
W. D.
der. Dodd's Kidney
Smith at Sidney, N. S. W., in first
'
round.
Pills cured me of that and the Kidney
Joe Mandot and Earl Fischer box Trouble. I take Dodd's Kidney Pills
now to keep from having Backache. I
contest at
am 77 years old and a farmer. You are
liberty to publish this testimonial,
Gunboats Smith knocks out Arthur at you may use my picture in conand
Pelkey at San Francisco in fifteen
nection with it." Correspond with Mr.
rounds.
Smith about this wonderful remedy.
Waldemere Holberg got decision in
Dodd's Kidney Pills, 50c. per box at
twenty rounds over Ray Bronson at your dealer or Dodd's Medicine Co.,
Melbourne.
Buffalo, N. Y. Write for Household
over
Hints, also music of National Anthem
Ad Wolgast declared winner
virby
(English and German words) and reciJack Redmond at Milwaukee
pes
for dainty dishes:. All 3 sent free.
round.
tual knockout in fifth
Adv.
M. Sikorski flew in his new aeroplane at St. Petersburg for several
Some married men act as if they
hours, carrying ten passengers in adhad been disappointed in love.
dition to a heavy load of ballast.
ten-roun-

Mc-Can-

ten-roun-

d

ten-roun-

ten-roun-

d

ten-roun- d

ten-roun-

d

Q

d
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It is little short of a miracle Ed. Farris is taking care of Leo
tbe developement of the native Wagner's claim and stock in his
children in this town, True there absence.
are some who have not yet accept
Misses Emma and Aliene Boul
ed the benefit of the public
school but those who have passed ware have returned to Roy to
the ''No Sarvy" stage give school after a very pleasant holi
promise of a coming citizenship day.
of which any state could well
OtisHoskins sold a bunch of
'
be proud.
fat hogs to Roy merchants this
we a re in receipt of a letter week.
from an Iowa friend enclosing a
Mr. Coldarne, from Pan Handle
money-ordefor a years subscription and asking for informa Texas, is on his way here to take
tiou regarding taxes here. He up residence on his claim three
miles east of Pleasant View.
came to the right place.
r

Alex Berentz, of Mills was in
Roy Tuesday on business and a
pleasant caller at this office. He
is going" to prove up soon on his
claim at Mills.

The Griner Twins came in
from the claims Saturday in the
sled. They brought a load and
took turns walking and driving.
One who is not out on the road
can hardly conceive how bad
they are. Deep snow, slush and
mud combine to make travelling
a hardship.

Frank A. Roy came and got
his office Desk from this office
Monday and will fit it up for his
own private usé at home. He is
preparing to get back to the old
ranch life that years of trying to
be content with the confinement
of the store couldn't break him
of.

!

Miss Sarah Myers came in
'Saturday to make application for
Final Proof on her claim. She
has been a real farmer and has
made a better showing as a home,
steader than many men have and
is proud of her farm. Where, in
the East could a woman become
tarm in
the owner of a
three years? or a man either,
without the expenditure of many
thousands of dollars. Talk of
the hardships of the homesteader! They are nothing to compare
with the work and worry of the
renter or interest paying class
in the eastern and central states
Miss Myers expects her sister,
Mrs. Kennedy and daughter of
Medicine Lodge, Kansas here
soon for a visit and to look for
land.
320-acr-
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Geo. Higgins was in Monday
with his men after another sup-

ply of oil cake.

ing in attendance, an average of
30 during the coldest weather.
The Superintendent, Mr. Leslie
Walker is a live young man and
knows how to make things go in
Sunday School work.

There is amovementinprogress
to lay off a district for Pleasant
View and then build a large school
building. This is one of our
greatest needs. Our school and
Sunday School have long since
out grown the capacity of the
little building we have. Let all
the men and women too in the
community work together in this
good work. It will be a great
thing for our neighborhood when
we get a nice building for public

horse dead from eating Russian
thistles.

ings is little Alfredo Pacheco,
heading for school long before
time for the opening. His pretty
face, bright eyes and the business air he wears indicate there
Barring
is something doing.
youngster
will be
disaster, that
heard from when he is grown
up.
'

S--

A.

$10,657.00
lateral,
All Other Loans, $13,992.36, $26,266.71
69.00

7,500.00
2,300.00
34,560.00
1,339.96
104.00

Gold Certificates,

Mrs. Ed Lumbard and daugh- Nat'l Bank Notes, $2,109.00, $3.021.15
$188.82
ter, Janie, of Abbott, were visit- Other Resources,
$75,349 64
Total Resources,
ors at Mills Tuesday.
LIABILITIES
$ 15,000.00
Capital stock paid in.......
$43.43
Due to Banks

Individual deposits, subject
to check

al

the

Z-Ra-

$36,629.66
12,974.90

Certificates of deposit,
Cashier's checks
Bills payable

$701.65
10,000,00

$75,349.64
I certify that the above statement is
correct.
C. L.

JUSTICE,
Cashier.

Attest: H. B. Jones, C.
nis, Directors.

E. McGin- -

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 9th day of January, 1914.

'Thomas N. Lawson,
Notary Public,

Ever Heard of
ys?

The girls at the Oriental Hotel
entertained some ofi their young
friends with music and dancing
Wednesday evening.

No?
Well, It Is a remarkable force discovered by Hannibal

Sol. Floersheim has been in

Prudent, president
of the United Republics of America,
which serves as an

town this week looking after the
affairs of the Floersheim store.
He enjoys being in Roy anyway
and his stay here is no hardship
for him.

impenetrable

barrier around the continent to the war-

Joe Alberson, perigrinating
representative of the Sherman-Cosne- r
Co. was intown Thursday
calling on the trade. He is one
of the sort of fellows who, the
longer you know them the better
you like them and we have known
him a long time.

ships and air fleets
of foreign hostile
powers. This and
other remarkable
discoveries and Inventions, dreams of
the future, are described in our new
serial

Customs of Other Days.
Drinking tricks figured In diplomacy
In the time of Henry VIII. Mrs. Henry Cust quotes the king's challenge to
Hubertus, the representative of tbe
Palsgrave Frederick. He sent for two
huge goblets, filled with wine and beer
respectively, and gave the envoy his
choice for a "drinking out" test In
vain Hubertus pleaded that his master
had actually instituted a company of
the golden ring to put down, such contests, any member who broke the prohibition to lose his ring and give ?1 to
the poor.. Henry, anxious to prove
that the Englishman was the better
man, promised to find the forfeits himself and drank his beer at a draft,
while it took the German four gulps to
account for the wine.
'

One of the best and
out with Clem Williams to see
about their claim. We might
remind thos who can't place
him that he is the lucky guy who
married Marie Benson, They
will read the
this year, ,

$1,617.35

col-

Overdrafts

school and worship.

James Turner, Jr. of Dawson.
came down Saturday and went

Estate,
Secured by

Mrs. Gladys Geegee spent
Banking House and Lots,
Saturday and Sunday at Mills. Furniture aud Fixtures,
W Whiteman has taken charge Other Real estate, Owned,
Due from Banks
of the Mills Ranch and reports Checks and Cash Items,
$130.00
Gold Coin.
the stock in good condition.

Dr. H. S. Murdoch, Dentist
will be in Roy Jan. 26 to 31
One of the most pleasing things at The Fairview Pharmacy.

we see on the stteet these morn-

RESOURCES
Loans and discounts

Secured by Real

Wm. Patterson reports another

semi-annu-

The Sunday School is increas-

Report of the condition of the ROY
Trust and Savings Bank, of Roy,
New Mexico, at the close of business
Deceembr 31, 1913.

w

A few of the farmers are makNeis Wetterhus has nearly ing preparations for the saw mill
completed his nejv house and to prepare for spring building.
then he says he is going to have
The Mills Library Club will
a dance.
meeting
hold their
Many farmers out here are and elect officers Saturday.
selling feed in Roy. Four years The dance the Bachelors Club
ago you met these same men haul- gave Saturday was a 'great suc
ing feed from R05. Now see the cess and everybody enjoyed
difference in work or no w.ork.
themselves. Afine turkey sup
Sleigh riding has been quite per was served about midnight
popular with the young people of and the merry throng danced on
Pleasant View, but the snow is until six a. m. There were fifteen
nearly gone and the fun will soon couples present.
stop.
v

Pleasant View had the best
Christmas tree it .has ever had.
All the Sunday School children
gave a voluntary
program,
some reciting two and three
pieces. Considering the short
time given, they did splendidly.

State Bank Report

most Interesting
stories we have ever
published.

Don't Fail to Read

If Yon Enjoy

Fascinating Fiction

It

rt
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JOHN LIND AT SEA

FEVERISH, SICK
tongue
coated, give "California
Syrup of Figs."
Mother!

Look,

If

is PRESIDENT

Children lore this "fruit laxative,"
and nothing else cleanses, the tender
stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
A child simply will not stop playing
to empty the bowels, and the result is
they become tightly clogged with
waste, liver gets sluggish, stomach
sours, then your little one becomes
cross, half sick, feverish, don't eat,
sleep or act naturally, breath is bad,
system full of cold, has sore throat,
stomach-achor diarrhoea. Listen,
Mother! See if tongue Is coated, then
give a teaspoonful of "California
Syrup of Figs," and in a few hours all
the constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes, out of the system, and you have a well child again.
Millions of mothers give "California
Syrug of Figs" because it is perfectly
harmless; children love it, and it never fails to act on the stoniach, liver
and bowels.
Ask at the store for a
bottle
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
has full directions for babies, children
plainly
of all ages and for grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adv.

AND SPECIAL

ABOARD CRUISER.

blows.

HANG

MEXICO

REBELS

Don't

TO REBEL

Nrr

Rhanmatlan
R tornad
travalBnf bm and about one year aro I wm laid up with rheumatism and
couM not walk. A friend recommended Sloan's Liniment and the morning rter I
ed it my knee waa all O.K. and it baa new bothered me ainre. I always keen
carry it with me on the road." Mr. Thomas &, Batur.
Íoor Liniment in the boose and
MI

BARBARIC PUNISHMENTS DEALT

rubit penetrates.

an

PRISONERS

BY FEDERALS.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Pass Christian, Miss., Jan. 3. President Wilson and John Lind, his personal representative in Mexico, sat in
the cabin of the scout cruiser Chester
deeply absorbed in a. discussion of the
Mexican situation.
It was their first meeting since last
July when the President conferred
with Lind at the White House preparatory to the latter's departure for
Mexico City with instructions that created a diplomatic episode in American
history.
The conference lasted until after 8
o'clock when the President returned
to Gulfport, where automobiles were
ready to take him to Pass Christian.
Just as much secrecv as character
ized the President's first meeting with
Lind was 'evident on this occasion.
It was learned the Chester would

fkiffneae Vankhed

"I suffered with an awful stiffness la

my legs. That night I rave my legs a rood
rubbing with Sloan's liniment and beliera
me, next morning I could jump out of bed.
I have been supplied with a bottle erer
since. " Xt. A. Moon ofUamAtm. N. H.
Sprained Ankle Rali red
"I wag in for a lone time with a severer?
sprained ankle. I got a bottle of Sloan's
Liniment and now I am able to be about
and can walk a great deal. I write this
because I think you deserve a lot of credit for putting such a fine Liniment on the
market and I shall always take time to
recommend Dr. Sloan's Liniment."
CharimlloiuusBakimon, iUL

'

Sloan's liniment gires a grateful
Good for
sensation of comfort.
sprains, neuralgia, sore throat and
toothache r Use-i- t now.
At all DceJan, 25c, 60c aad $1.00
"Send for Sloan's free book on bones.
Address

Dr. EARL S. SLOAN, Inc.
BOSTON. MASS.

Mother But I want you in the
house at twelve o'clock.
A Bitter Experience.
Small Boy Then I'll start in a lit- man
Lind and Jonn Lind, Jr., could
"Do you believe in telepathy, Mr.
tle before the whistle blows.
go aboard fcr a chort visit with their
Plumly?"
father.
"No, Miss Gadders. I have discovTAKES OFF DANDRUFF
ered that no matter how many thought
Mexican Federals Hold Border Towns. waves a fellow sends a young woman,
Laredo, Tex, Jan.'
tht unless he happens to own an automoHAIR STOPS FALLING desultory fighting was ' indecisive, bile they are shattered on the cold
whatever advantage there was at the shoulder of indifference."
end of the second day's battle in the
Girls! Try This! Makes Hair Thick, siege of Nuevo Laredo, Mexico,
Glossy, Fluffy, Beautiful No
seemed with the federal defenders.
FOB
More Itching Scalp.
In the most importont engagement
a constitutionalist machine gun dedislodged
Within ten minutes after an appli- tachment of 100 men was
yards
1.000
from the
position
from
its
cation of Danderine you cannot find a
C
fled
after
lines,
the
rebels
and
federal
single trace of dandruff or falling hair
thirty-fiv- e
of their number had been
and your scalp will not itch, but what
killed.
number of federals killed
The
will please you most will be after a
'
No sick headache, sour stomach,
at
placed
was
five.
you
see
new
few weeks' use, when
The main line of the besiegers Frihair, fine and downy at first yes but
biliousness or constipation
really new hair growing all over ths day night was unbroken and the govby morning.
J
ernment troops held their positions.'
scalp.
Rebel leaders were disappointed at
A little Danderine immediately doubox now.
Get a
bles the beauty of your hair. No dif- the delay in the arrival of artillery
out the headache,
Turn
the
rascals
plan
prolong
to
They
ference how dull, faded, brittle and reinforcements.
biliousness,
lndigestipn,
the sick, sour
indefinitely
siege
promised
a
and
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with the
gases
turn them
foul
stomach
and
Danderine and carefully draw it, more vigorous attack when the artil- out
keep
out with
them
and
through your hair, taking one small lery arrives.
Cascarets.
Seven constitutionalists were sumstrand at a time. The effect is amaMillions of men and women take a
marily
hanged by federals "as a warnzingyour hair will be light, fluffy and
now and then and never
Cascaret
wavy, and have an appearance "ni ing."
know the misery caused by a lazy
A captured constitutionalist
was liver, clogged bowels or an upset stomabundance; an Incomparable luster,
rope
up
to
a
with
trussed
of ach.
tail
the
luxuriance.
softness and
wild
a
was
which
horse
then
sent
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Don't put in another day of distress.
Danderine from any store,-- and prove plunging across the plain, dragging Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach;
that your hair is as pretty and soft the body behind. The prisoner had remove the sour, fermenting food;
as any that it has been neglected or been shot but it was not known take the excess bile from your liver
injured by careless treatment that's whether he was dead.
and carry out all the constipated
Another report was that a wounded waste matter and poison in the
all you surely can have beautiful hair
and lots of it if you will Just try a lit- constitutionalist, his arms tied be- bowels.N Then you will feel great.
hind his back and his knees tied to
straightene you
A Cascaret
tle Danderine. Adv.
his body, was spitted on a pole and out by morning. They work While
box from
A
An exchange saye: "Silver is les paraded in front of the federal lines. you sleep.
head,
was
a
clear
any
means
It
learned
federals
drug
store
is
are
the
Perhaps
eggs."
it
valuable than
but a pocket full of silver causes less maintaining a vigilant border patrol sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver
on the Mexican side and that no Mexand bowel action for months. Chil'
uneasiness.
ican citizen is permitted to cross the dren love Cascarets because they
never gripe or sicken. Adv.
river.
Important to Mothers
111
oi
every
bottle
Examine carefully
Their Object
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy foi Williams to Head Bank Control
Board.
is the idea of these repeated
"What
Infants and children, and see that il
Washington. That -- John' Skelton farewell tours of stars?"
Bears the
Williams is to be the chairman of the
"Why, to fare well, of course."
Signature of
federal board of control of banks is
In Use For Over 30 Years.
accepted here in administration and
liakes the laundress happy that's Red
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castorii congressional circles. Behind Mr. Wil- Cross Bajr Blue. Makes beautiful,
clear
liams on the board are to be Col. E. M. white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.
Do not borrow trouble, uniese by sc House of New York, H. H. Forgan of
If a man is a bore he's always the
doing you can relieve some sufferei Chicago, H. Parker Willis of New. York
to discover It
last
and James J, Hill,
of the burden.
8--

"CASCAREIS"

!

10-ce- nt

to-nig- ht

i

to-nig- ht

10-ce- nt

-

Neuralgia

Rheumatism

--

.

. lr

relieves rheumatism quickly. It stimulates the circulation- - instantly relieves stiffness and soreness of muscles and joints.

e

Easy.
Small Boy (pleading for more time
to stay out and play) I'll come right
in when the twelve o'clock whistle

1

JMÜM

ENVOY

HAVE SECRET CONFERENCE

--

60-ce-

tmL

I J

Y

MILL CONSUMPTION
In

OF COTTON.

United States in 1913 Largest in
History of Country.

Washington. The mill consumption of cotton in, the United States
for 1913 was the largest in the history
of the country and the value of cotton goods of domestic manufacture exported was greater than for any previous year, the census bureau reported in announcing statistics showing the supply and distribution of cotton for the cotton year.
With a supply of 16,225,734 running
bales, the domestic consumption was
5,826,330 bales, or 35.9 per cent; the
exports, 8,800,966, or 54.2 per cent,
and stocks remaining at the close of
the cotton year were 1,598,438 bales,
or 9.9 per cent.
Spindles designed primarily for cotton numbered 32,149,617, a net increase of 566,938 over 1912.
leads all other
Massachusetts
states, having 11,075,684, or 34.5 percent; South Carolina ranks second,
with 4,536,353.
The value of cotton goods of domestic manufacture exported amounted to
Exports of cotton cloth,
$53,743,977.
which amounted to 444,729,241 square
yards, were valued at $30,668,234. The
value of cotton goods imported
amounted to $63,935,983., The United
Kingdom, Germany, France and Switzerland, in the order named, contributed the largest amounts, furnishing
95 per cent of the total.
The estimated number of active cotton spindles in the world for the year
ending AV. 31 is 143,398,000, an increase of 37,717,000, or 35.7 per cent,
since 1900.

Famous
Thompson Saddles
Buy direct from the maker. Special designs to order. Send for complete,
illustrated catalog.
W. R. Thompson Co.
Colorado
Rifle
Wn tOB E.Cletnaii,WMh.

Books free. HighPATENTS IngtoD.D.C.
est references. üest results.

W.
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Work Both Way.
Old One.
The busy bee is all right in his way
"Why is it that the man with the
"Johnny, why did Washington cross
but one should keep out of the way.
squeaky shoes always comes In late?" the Delaware?"
Putnam Fadeless Dyes color in cold
"I don't know. Why is it that the
"Aw, why did de chicken cross de
water. Adv.
man who comes in late always wears street?"
squeaky shoes?" Puck.
The microbe never worries the man
Mrs.Winalow'a Soothing' Syrup for Children who is not aware of its existence.

OAK CREEK

STRIKERS ARMED

Don't bo misled. Ask for Red Crow
Bag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothei.
At all good rocen. Adv.
.

TO RESIST DEPORTATION
OF ROUTT COUNTY
LEAGUE.

ORDER

TAX-PAYER-

S'

Suffragettes will march seven times
around the White House. Hope it's
better built than Jericho was. "

teething, softena the gama, reduces inflamma
tlon.allaya pain.cures wind college a bottleJUv

Stop

that cough, the source of Pneumonia,

Prompt use of Dean's Mentholated
Deadly Insult.
Cough Drops gives relief 5c at Druggists;
"You and Mr. Puffins don't speak?"
"No. He referred to my automobile
Some men would never water their
as antique rolling stock."
lawns if all flesh were grass.
etc.

DEPORT' MOTHER' JONES
8TEAMB0AT SPRINGS MEN ORDER
OUT "TROUBLEMAKERS" TO
END THE COAL STRIKE.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Denver, Jan. 5. While cavalrymen
charged through tho streets, clearing
them against possible disorder, "Mother" Mary Jones, strike leader, was deported from Trinidad Sunday. Should
she return General Chase said she will
be arrested by the military authorities
and held incommunicado.
At the same hour Governor Ammons
ordered tfys militia into the Oak Creek
district to assume charge of a situation which threatens bloodshed. Company G of the First infantry, under
Captain Ralph W. Dorn, according to
an announcement by Adjutant General
Chase, will leave Trinidad by special
train this morning. It will be rushed
with all possiblo speed to the trouble
center.
Pending the arrival of the militia an
armed truce ha3 been established between the 500 armed men of the
Routt County Taxpayers' League, at
Steamboat Springs, and the 200 armed
strikers at tho Oak Creek camp under
orders from their headquarters here
to "shoot to kill" if their position is
attacked.
Five hundred armed men
were prepared Saturday night to leave
Steamboat Springs and order points in
' Routt, county at an hour's notice for
the coal camp at Oak Creek to enforce
the ultimatum of the Routt County
Taxpayers' League and eighteen men,
including members of the United Mine
Workers of America and others, leave
the county. "on pain of death."
Two hundred strikers, armed, and
under orders from E. L. Doyle, secretary-treasurer
of their organization, to
"shoot to kill," awaited their coming.
Word of the ultimatum, framed at
the meeting of the league was conveyed to the strikers by their Steamboat Springs attorney, who narrowly
escaped mobbing during the excite'
ment Friday night.
The ultimatum, printed on placards,
reads as follows:
"Our Demands.
"The Routt County Taxpayers'
League, representing 1,000 taxpayers,
business men and ranchmen, in all
parts of the county, hereby demand:
'One That Frank Garnier, John
' Ferguson, Alex Ferguson.. Rusty Ferguson, Thomas Bryant, John Howard, Peter Ciscnero, J. E. Thompson, Martin
Stinehart, Jim Sullivan, John Creek,
W. M. Doyle, Tom Piercen, Dave

A

James Ray,

K. Clemens, Chas.

Stark and Mike Pitcher leave Routt
county within twenty-fou- r
hours. All
agitators and troublemakers who follow them will be given equally brief
notice.
"Two That within a reasonably
short time, all ablebodied men in Oak
Creek camp shall be at work or leave
the camp.
"Three Any person interfering
with or intimidating a workman will
foe given twenty-fou- r
hours in which
' to leave the county. 4
"The Routt county taxpayers, 500
strong say they mean business, and
wilj;ee that the demand is obeyed."
Doyle said that Hawkins' advice,
which he had communicated to the
Oak Creek men, had been to resist deportation to the point of death,
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G AIITiOrJ !
Dishonest persons are
wrapping rank imitations to

dean, pure,
healthful immiEV'S. These will
look like the

be offered principally by street fakirs, peddlers
and candy departments of some 5 and 10 cent
stores. Refuse them! Be SURE it's WRIGLEY'S.

BUY IT BY THE BOX

of tpost dealers for 85 cents
Each box contains twenty 5 cent packages.

Chew it after every meal
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pttorrjey at Law

SoIaQO, N. M.

N

The
high-clas-

The annual meeting of the
Stockholders of the Goodman
Mercantile Co. Inc will be held
ut the company's office at' 2 p, m
Tuesday, January 20, 1914.
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for local news and
Job Work!
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Weekly in Northeastern New Mexico

Best
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$1.50 PER YEAR

Are Toa

We Do All Kinds of

an-

nual meeting of Stockholders of
the Springer Bank Monday at
Springer, returning Tuesday.

S. Ccmrrjlssioner

U.

Stockholders Meeting

Judge Willcox attended the

S: DurriQ,
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Ignacio Maestas came down on
the train Monday on business in
Roy. It is some time since he
has favored us with a visit. Mr.
Maestas is one of the directors
ot the Roy Trust & Savings
Bank.

Letter Heads, Envelopes, Statements, Dodgers, Invitations,
Business Cards, Announcements, Programs,
Calling Cards, Legal Blanks, Book

John and Fred Holder And
came down from the
."North country" and returned

BRING US YOUR WORK

Household Goods for Sale
Enquire at this office.

The

Chile con Carne served every
daywith hot biscuits, lOrts. Hot

F.O-Whit-

SUCH AS

Mom's. Tonic
FOB SALE

and all Classes of fancy
Printing

J. M, Davenport called Mon
day to start three subscriptions
He
with the year.
to the
wants his father at Arnett, Mo.
and his uncle at Cyclone, Mo.
toread it as welWs himself.

Spanish-America- n

Coffee, 5ct.

ROY, N. M.
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The Weekly News Letter issued
bv the Department of Agricul
ture of the U. S. is being read b.v
If
many farmers of this Me-a- .
you don't get it and want it write
Washington.
It is
lO iGpu. iv v
free for all who want it.
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Ranch For Sale
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960 acres on the Carrizo, 17
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miles east of Roy. Fine auto
road all the way out Running'
water the year round, 100 acres
alfalfa land subject to irrigation.
1,000. acres adjoining can be purchased right also. More water
than can be used on the land.
Large tract of "Vega" (Meadow)
hay land.
Will sell this ranch at a price
that cannot fail to be attractive,
Postoffice and daily mail on ranch
For further information apply to
office or address.
the
Jess Malauff,
Pita, N. M.

furnish the highest grade bicycles It la
FACTORY FftSGES possible to make at one small Profit above
by buy- taal f actonr cost. Yousave $10 to 25 middlemen's profits
idiretofusdhavethemanufacturer'sgu
BUY a bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone at
miprtiennta 'you receive our catalogues and learn our unheard of
factory prices and remarkabU special offers.
YOU WILL BE ASTONISHED S&23
We
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bicycles.
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retail price of these

Nails, Taekt or Class will not let th
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air out.
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riding, very durable and lined Inside vritQ
a special Quality of rubber, which never be- resisting
no more than an ordinary tire, the puncture specially
aiiHfahpinTírti7jn hv several layers of thin,
prepared fabric on the tread. The regular price -of these
aaverusiug iiuiitires 19 10.00 per pair, Due ror
price to the nder of only
are making a special factoryshipped
same day letter Is
orders
U
- tir AU
- 60 per pair.
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wanting Harness or
Saddles can get a better grade of
at the same price, and in
manv cases cheaper, than they
nfferered by" the Catalog
oro
tJiw
Houses.
Here is my proposition: I am
the maker of Harness Pick out
vou want in any
lliv harness
f
Catalogue, write me the name o
the Catalog and the order num
hpr of the harness you want and
a
T will duplicate the harness in
ofPÍPtiv
first' class Harness for
aw vJ
O
the same price.
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bargain. Enquire at this
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mules, sound and all right.
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Bonifacio Lovato and 'Jose de
La Cruz Martinez, of Sanchez
were in Roy Monday on land
business with Commissioner F.
H. Poster.
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Monday with a load of supplies.
They were at 'this office making
out affidavits in regard to John's
Proof.

AT ALL

MtUtlctory on
We are Perfectly
examination find
that they win fide easier ran
a pair of these tires, you used
or seen at
tire you haveever
than any you
yva
will giv; us youMrder. We
a hi cy cié

r

Oriental Hotel

Notice th thick rubber tred
B
A"and puncture ttnps
strip "H"
and "D" aleo rim
Tms
to prevent rim cutting.
any other
tire will outlast
ELASTIC and
make-SOCAST RlDinu

Mrs. Dina Maldonado
and Daughters, Proprietors,

FT,

New Management, Refurnished
Large
Good Meals,
Thruout,

airy Rooms.
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finer
lom and look
want
that when you offer,
remarkable tire
a pair of Hedgethorn

Roy. New3Icxico
C.

FLOYD MORRIS

Practical Photographer
Pictures taken by appointment only.

Free-moPost cards $1.00 a dozen.
I give you Shop work to the First Nat'l. Bank or Colo.
City,
Co. Bank, Canon
Mounted Photoes $1.35 up
instead of Factory work. I will
receive
to
pleased
make harness to order at a very I shall be
Kodak finishing of all kinds
slight advance over Catalog-Hou- orders from Roy and vicinity.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Clark,
A.
E,
goods.
New Mexico.
:
Roy, :
St.
516
Main
reliability,
I
refer
.As to my
Canon City, Colo.
you tú my rating in "Dunn's" or
nt
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HEW MEXIGOPEN FIRE

NEW MEXICO NEWS
Gathered From

DESTROYS ROOF OF MAIN OFFICE
AND CELL HOUSE.

All Parts of the State
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

'

Prospects seem favorable for an
electric Hue between Artesia and
Hope.
Surveyors are engaged around
Bryantine making surveys of unsur-veye'
lands.
The Postal Telegraph Company has
dismissed its suit against the Mountain
States Telegraph Company.
L. Pasqual Martinez, formerly secretary to Congressman H. B. Fergus-son- ,
has been named as postmaster
for Taos.
Twenty-twmules,
raised near San Jon, recently changed
ownership, the owner realizing $55
per head.
A dispatch from? Washington states
that President Wilson has nominated
Adolph P. Hill for postmaster of
Santa Fé.
The Supreme Court at Santa Fe
handed down an opinion in the habeas
corpus from Colfax county. The writ
was denied.
Tony Leak, a rancher who resides
at Mineral Hill, displayed in a wire
cage the largest eagle ever brought
to Las Vegas.
Kelly was visited by a fire which
did damage to the extent of $12,000 and
destroyed three of the business buildings of the town.
.
An apple with the flavor of a peach
and grown in Santa Fe county was
exhibited in the windows of a bank
building in Santa Fe.
e
While trying to arrest Carey
near San Jon, Douglas Anderson, the constable of that place, was
shot and instantly killed by Vansickle.
Information was given out at Raton
that tne St. L. It. M. & P. Ry. Company will again take over its holdings
and operate the road as it did up to
August 1.
J. D. Wollett completed a deal
whereby he disposed of 2,449.49 acres
of mesa land for a consideration of
$50,000. This land is east of Las
Cruces.
The Jarales Trading Company of
Jarales, Valencia county, has filed Incorporation papers with the State Corporation Commission. , The capital
stock is $30,000.
State Treasurer O. N. Marrón won
the suit in the State Supreme Court
brought to compel him to invest state
funds in the bonds of the state highway commission.
J. J. Weiman is forming a new company at Fort Sumner to put in 200
acres of cantaloupes next season, to
be grown, picked and packed under
one management.,
Sheriff Emil James of Socorro took
J. W. Harris, alias J. W. Wilson, and
Jose Parras to the penitentiary, the
former to serve from one to two years
for forgery and the latter to serve a
year and a day for embezzlement.
It was reported that constable
Douglas Anderson of San Jon was
shot while attempting to arrest Carey
Van Siekee, charged wjth perjury, the
man resisting, shooting and killing
the officer. The murderer made his
escape.
A new low temperature record for
December was made at Albuquerque,
when the official thermometer recorded 10 degrees below zero. At fias Vegas the Frost King put in a few extra
licks and made it 12 below, the low
record for the winter.
Old and homeless, is the pitiable
plight of Mr. and Mrs. Casper
who live on a homestead two
f
miles from Rodeo, and
and
who have just lost their home by fire.
and his
Mr. Ballager,is seventy-siThey have lived on
wife sixty-five- .
their homestead for the past five
years.
d
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

Only Five Convicts In Cells at Time
and Armed Men Guard Others-Gove- rnor
in Charge.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Santa Fé, New Mex. Governor W.
C. McDonald took personal charge
of the situation at the state penitentiary during a fire and possibly, it is
believed, prevented an attempt of part
of the 3C0 convicts to escape from the
prison. The fire destroyed the roofs
of the main office building and one
cell house.
Two hundred prisoners were lodged
in the cell house where the fire started but all but five were out at work.

The damage is estimated at $15,000,
covered by insurance. The fire is supposed to have started in accumulations of paper in the ventilators of the
cell house.

Governor McDonald, fearing an outbreak by the 300 prisoners in the penitentiary, rushed two companies of the
national guard to the scene.
The governor, accompanied by Adjutant General Horring and officers of
the national guard, went to the prison
and remained until the fire was extinguished.
Effective work in fighting the
flames was done by the fire fighting
corps of the United States Indian
school.

The burned cell house was the one
in which the desperate characters, the
"long term and life men" were confined. During the progress of the fire
these men milled around within the
walls in a compact body, occasionally
emitting a chorus of yells and catcalls,
which gave the impression that they
rejoiced at the destruction of their
abode. Extra guards and the militia
were on duty during the night.
New Highway
Clovis.
The

Launched.
Panhandle-Pacifi-

Ocean-to-Ocea- a

PRESENCE OF DEATH

Feminine Curiosity as to Another
Woman's Wearing Apparel Had n
to Be Satisfied.

"Over death itself fashion rules' supreme," said the woman. "I went to
a funeral last week in Riverdale. I
woro a new coat I was not exactly
one of the mourners, but somehow I
got mixed up with the relatives and
walked pretty well up toward the
head of the procession. A cousin of
the déceased walked just behind me.
On the way into the church she leaned
forward and whispered:
" 'Where did you get that coat?'
"I turned my head half way and
told her.
'"How much did you pay for Ml
she asked.
'"Forty-fiv- e
dollars,' said I.
" 'I thought it cost more than that,'
said she.
"Then we walked on as if nothing
had happened. That is what I call
discussing the fashions under difficulties."
Willing to Learn.
Pauline motored to the station to
meet her dearest friend, who was coming down for a week-end- .
"Oh, Belle," cried Pauline enthusiastically, "do you know, Mr. Barnum,
the young millionaire, is going to
teach me to ewim."
"To swim!" exclaimed the guest,
wonderingly. "Why, Pauline, I thought
you had been taught already."
"Yes, so I have dear," said Pauline,
"but not by him."

SELF DELUSION.
Many People Deceived by Coffee.
We like to defend our indulgencies
and habits even though we may be
convinced of their actual harmfulness.
A man can convince himself that
whiskey is good for him on a cold
morning, or beer on a hot summer day
when he wants the whiskey or béer.
It's the sáme with coffee. Thousands of people suffer headache and
nervousness year after year but try to
persuade themselves the cause is not
coffee because they like coffee.
"While yet a child I commenced
using coffee and continued it," writes
a Wis. man, "until I was a regular
coffee fiend. 'I drank it every morning
and in consequence had a blinding
headache nearly every afternoon.
"My folks thought it was coffee that
ailed me, but I liked it and would not
admit it was the cause of my trouble,
so I stuck to coffee and the headaches
stuck to me.
"Finally, the folks stopped buying
coffee and brought home some Postum.
They made it right (directions on
pkg.) and told me to see what difference it would make with my head, and
during that first week on Postum my
old affliction did not bother me once.
From that day to this we have used
nothing but Postum in place of coffee
headaches are a thing of the past
and the whole family is In fine health."
"Postum looks good, smells good,
tastes good, is good, and does good to

Nursery for Spineless Cactus.
The latest thing in agria strong movement to establish a spineless cactus nursery in
the vicinity of Deming. H. A. Longshore, an expert of Atlanta, has been
in California for several months looking up the matter, and is making arrangements to establish a .nursery
here to supply any quantity of this variety of stock food which has proven
so profitable in other sections of the
arid Southwest. Interested with him
are Herman Vestal and Thos.'R. Tay- the whole body."
lor, farmers of this vicinity.
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to
Traveling Libraries.
in pkgs.
now comes In two forms:
Postum
Santa Fé. The state educational
Regular
Postum must be well
department shipped to the school at
boiled.
county,
one of the five
Playes, Grant
Instant Postum Is a soluble powtraveling libraries which it possesses.
These libraries contain about thirty der. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
books each, and will be sent to any in a cup of hot water and, with cream
school in the, state for a limited pe- and sugar, makes a delicious beverage
riod providing the school pays trans- Instantly. Grocers sell both kinds.
"There's a Season" for Postum.
portation both ways.
Deming.
culture is

WHY GRIP IS DANGEROUS.

It

i an Epidemio Catarrhal Fevet?
Caused by a Bacillus that Generally Leaves the Patient Weak
After the Acute Stage
Has Passed.

"TXjí fife PjílfátTfc.
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Grip Patients Grateful to Peruna, the)
Expectorant Tonic.
Do not make the error of regarding?
ferip

as an exaggerated cold.

There

Is a big difference between the two
Grip Is an epidemic disease that poisons the vital organs. When a person has grip, the air passages aro
alive with millions of bacilli poisoning the blood. The Infected person,
ieels tired and exhausted.
Peruna is a Tonio Laxative.
It requires a good tonic laxative ta
keep the body of the patient as strong
as possible to counteract the effect of
the poisons created by the grip bacillus. An expectorant tonic with soma
laxative qualities Is the safest remedy. Such is "Peruna, Beware especially of coal tar powders or tablets
because they lessen the vitality of the)

patient

There Is no specific for the grip.
Peruna has been used with good
success In former grip epidemics. Indications point to the return of grip
this winter.
Do not fall to read the experience
of former grip patients with Peruna.
Mrs. Gentry Gates, 8219 First Ave,
East Lake, Ala., writes: "I had a
bad case of grip. I tried Peruna and
It cured me. I can safely say it is a

Worse Yet
"He's a frightful bore, your baron.
Here he's been buzzing the whole
evening long about Kant and Schopenhauer."
fine medicine.'
"You have my sympathy. For my
Mrs. Charles R Wells, Sr., 239
part I detest philosophical discus- South
St, Delaware, Ohio, writes:
sions."
"After a severe attack of la grippe I
"Philosophical discussions, indeed! took Peruna and found It a good
Kant and Schopenhauer are the names tonic"
of the . baron's two horses." New Ask Your Druggist for Free Peruat
Lucky Day Almanac for 1914,
York Evening Post.

c

Highway Association, to build a road
from Amarillo to Albuquerque, was
formally launched at Clovis at a well
attended meeting of good roads boosters from eastern New Mexico and
west Texas. L. C. Mersfelder of Clovis
was elected president; D. K. B. Sellers of Albuquerque, first vice president; J. L. House of House second
vice president; C. O. Wolflin, Amarillo, third vice president; R. C. Dillon,
Encino, secretary-treasureand C. E.
Dennis, Clovis, assistant secretary.
The new highway is to be a link in
highway and a
the Colorado-to-Gul- f
hightrunk line of the
way. It is to be 380 miles in length.
The new highway association is being
commerpromqted by the
cial clubs of New Mexico and west
Texas.
r,
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The Army of
Constipation
'

Is Growing Smaller Every Day.

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS are
responsible
they
not only give relief

they perma- -

nentlycureConv
stipabon. Mil
lions use, Kjf.
them for
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Biliousness,
Indigestion, Sick Headache,
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Sallow Skin.

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE

Genuine must bear Signature

THE BEST STOCK
SADDLES at

reason
able prices, write for free.
Illustrated catalogue.
A. H. HESS & SON
305 Travis St.

Houston. Tea

READERS
paper
to

desiring
buy anyof this
thing advertised in its columns should
insist upon having what they ask for,
refusing all substitutes or imitations.

HOWARD

E. BURTON

"tffl&W9

Specimen prices: Gold, Silver, Lead, fl; Gold,
Silver, 75c; Gold, 60c; Zinc or Copper, fl. Mailing
envelopes and full price list sent on application.
Control and umpire work solicited. LeadvUle,
Col. Reference, Carbonate National Bank.

CUBED In a few days
without pain or a surgical operation. No p?y until cured. Write
DR. XV RAX, 806 Bee Bldg., Omaha, Neb.
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Notice For Publication.

SPANISH-AMEIÍICA-

Notice For Publication.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
. ,
Nov 29, 1913,
Notice is hereby given that Rebeca
A. Cordova, (Formerly Rebekah
'09
of Roy, N. M. who on
April 19, 1910, made TIE Serial No.
SeCl3
011130, and 07894 for NWJ-SW- J
;
and
NJ
m SEi
Section 14 Township 18 North
SW1.
'Range 26 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Three
year Proof, to establish claim to
land above described, before W. H.
Willcox U.S Commissioner, at Roy
N, M. on the 11th day of Pebruary'14,

Business Cards

Notice For Publication.

Department of the Interior, '
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at SantaFe, N. M,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
Nov. 20, 1913.
Nov, 29, 1913.
is
hereby
given
Notice
D
that Senon Modern Equipment,
Notice is hereby given that Frank
Largest
Coil in N. M
Hickel, of Solano, N. M. who, on Mar Gomez, of Roy, N. M who on August
Graduate Nurses.
26, 1907 made HE. 16673, Serial No, 4, 1908, made HE. No, 0663 for the SJ
Drs. Noble & Doughty,
02445, for
NEJ SW1, Sec. 1, and the EJ NWJ Sec. 12,
Sec. 34, Twp, 20 N. Range 27 E. Twp. 18 N, Rng. 24 E. N. M. P
TUCUMCARI, : : N. M
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Meridian has filed notice of iutention
intention to make final five year proof, to make final five year proof, to estab
to estamisn claim to tne lana aoove lish claim to the land above described,
described, before D. S. Durrin, U. S. before W. H. Willcox, U.S. Commissioner at his office at Roy, N. M. on
Commissioner, at his office at Solano,
the 3 day of January, 1914.
1914.
N.Mon the 9th day of Feb.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Claimant names as witnesses:
C. A. ARMOUR, Prop.
Vicente Gomez,
Federico Romero,
Rcece Reynolds
Joseph G. Reed
Alvino Gomez, New Ball: Room and up-t- o
George WRudisill James W Johnson, Zacarías Ebel,
All of Roy, N, M.
Claimant names as witnesses;
date Fixtures.
all of Solano, N M.
Delgado
Esquibel
Francisco
Marcelino
Valverde,
Paz
Leopoldo Andrada
A modern Barber Shop.
7
Register.
Juan P Cordova,
Register.
Pedro Marbais
12
M.
all of Roy,N.

Tucumcari Hospital

.
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THE ROY

BARBER SHOP

12-2-
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Paz Valverde,
12--

For Publication

Notice

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.Nov 29 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Piedad
G.de Vigil of Ramon Ni M. who on
no
Dec. 5. 1907 made HE
No. 05968, for WJ
21744, Serial.
J
NEJ, and
18 N. Range 30E
Township
27
Section
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
to make Five year
of intention
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before U. S. Com.
F. H. Foster, at his office, at Roy,
N. M., on the 10th day of February,
--

WJ-SE-

'

1914.

no:

Register.

3

6

Claiman names as witnesses:
Faustin Vigil
Albino Viril
Vidal Salazar,
isnhpl Viril
all of Ramon, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
Register.
12-3

Variety Machine
W orkí

Notice For Publication

ICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Nov 29 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Mark E.
Melton, of Mills, N M, who on Feb 2
made 'iemestead Entry No,
1912,
Addtl Ssrial No 014354, for SWJ-NW- J
and WJ SW Sec 22 and NWJ-NW- i
Section 27
Township 22' North Range 26 E
N. m. p. Meridian, nas.niea notice
of intention to make final three year
proof, to establish - claim to the land
above described, before w. ii. willcox,
u. s. commissioner, at his office at Roy
New Mexico on the lOday of February,

Department of the Interior,
U.S. Land Office .at Santa Fe, N.M.
Nov. 5, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Pablo
Gallgeos, of Roy, N. M who, on
Oct. 24, 1906, made HE. No. 10158
,
WJ
Serial No. 07901, for
SE1-SEJ
Sec, 22,
SWJ Sec. 23, and
Twp. 19N Range 24 E., N. M. P. M,
has filed notice of intention to make
final five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described,
before W. H. Willcox U. S. Commissioner, ai his office in Roy, N. M.,
on the 13, day of December, 19 L3.
Claimant names as witnesses:
1914.
Encarnación Garcia, Seferino Garcia,
Claimant names as witnesses,
Jesus Romero y Cordova,
Thomas J Coonrod
Ira Thetford
all of Roy, N. M.
George H. Mericle Archibald C Mcikle Bias Valdez, of Wagon Mound, N. M.
'
all of Milla N. M.'
Francisco Delgado,
11-Register.
8
Register.
12 6
Paz Valverde,
x

C. E.

Department of the Interior.
ttU s T,anr1 Office. Clavton, N. M.
v

I

J

u

Nov 29. 1913.

Notice is hereby given that Mamie

Vigil, of

ita

C. de
nn Ann

Classes of Machine Work,
Automobile Work, General
Blacksmithing, Heavy Forging, Horse Shoeing. Estimates Given on Pipes ahd
Pumps for Wells

SWJ-NWJ-

Wagon and Carriage

Work our Specialty

Rarn'on, N. M. who

1908.

4--.

06767-2473-

0,

work Guaranteed

All

Variety

Machine

ROY,

--

-

Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Nov. 20, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Taylor S
Browning of Koy N.M. who on
made HE, 14470 Sa. No.04435for NEJ
Section 27, Township 20 North Range
26 E. N, M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, N. M. on the 26th day of

GREAT PÜWEB

OF THE

Department of the Interior,
U S Land Office at Clayton, N M,

Cn!v WhfM Seen in the wuaernesa
Can Cn i Realize What a ureat
Deast He Is.

Oct. 29 1913.

"A very large lion I killed stood

hree feet and nine inches at the
withers ml of course carnea nis
head higher than that," writes Stewart
Edward White in the American Maga-sin"The top cf the table at which

e.

I

sit is only two feet three

inches

Coming through the

y

Notice is hereby given that Gilbert
G. Leach of Roy, N M, who on Sept.
27, 1909, made HE, Serial No. 09294
Sec 2 Lots
for Lots 3 and 4;
1 and 2 and
Sec, 3,' Twp, 19 N, Range 25 E, NMP
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F H Foster, U S Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, N M, on the 16th
day of February, 1914,
claimant names as witnesses,
Fred S. Brown
Frank A. Roy
Geo H Ray
E B Holmes
AH of Roy, N M,
SÍ-N- E

Paz Valverde

Register,

,12-6-1- -3
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and st-oauN. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make iinal live year prooi
to establish claim to the land above
described, before D S Durrin, u. s.
r.rYmmissioner. at his office Solano n.m
on the 9th day of February, 1914.
claimant names as witnesses:
Marion Conner
John Westf all
John
Bowman,
Robert J Williamson
all of Solano, N. M.
"
Paz Valverde,
Register.
3
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LION

from the ñoor.
door at my back that lion's shoulder
muid stnnrl nver a foot higher than
half-waup. Look at your own writ
ing desk: your own door. Further
more, he was nine feet and eleven
inches in a straight line from nose to
end of tail, or over seven feet alon
the contour of the back. If he were
to rise on his hind feet to strike a
man down he would stand somewhere
between seven and eight feet tall, de
pending on how nearly he straight
ened ur.
"He weighed Just under 600 pounds,
spec!
or n.a much as four
I
lion.'
mens of our own 'mountain
Notice For Publication.
as
Department of the Interior,
may
realize,
you
tell you this that
Department of the Interior,
TJ, S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M. I did not, the size to which a wild lion
Nov 26, 1913. stows. Either menagerie specimens
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
Nov. 29 1913
Notice is hereby given that Wallace are stunted in growth or their position
lllll.
and surroundings tend to Denuie
Notice is hereby given thst Hollie R chadderdonof Mills, N.M. who on4-5-- b
man sees
made HE Nos 06786 08942 for them, for certainly until a
Johnson, of Solano N M, who on Feb
T.pn
oTri
in thfi wilderness he has not
8 07, and 10 4 10 made HE no. 14927 SI Section 13, Township 22 N Range
chap he is.
,for SWJ, WJSEJ 25E. N, M.P Meridian, has filed notice understood what a fineweight
Serial 04500-012- 209
is sheer
6
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,

Notice For Publication-

made HE serial- for SEJ Sec, 9
Nos.
Twp.l8N Rng3PE N.M.P,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Five year proof
to make final
tn establish claim to the land above
U. S. Com
before
described,
ms January 1914.
&i
osier,
i.
F.
missioner
Claimant came3 as witnesses,
Ñ. M., ou the 11th day
office at Roy,
Samuel Tower
Tower,
Geo.
of February 1Ó14.
Leslie E Alldredge Alfred S Hanson,
Claimant names as witnesses:
All of Roy, N. M.
Faustin Vigil
Albino Vigil.'
Paz Valverde,
Vidal Salazar
Tsihel Viril.
Register.
all of Ramon, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
Register,
12-I
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well-grow- n

"This tremendous
strength. A lion's carcass whence
skin is removed is a really beautiful
sight. The great muscles lie In ropes
and bands; the forearm thicker than
a man's leg. the lithe barrel banded
with brawn: the flanks overlaid by
1914.
the long, thick muscles.
Claimant names as witnesses:
'
"And this power is instinct with the
M. S. Berentz
J A Weissinger, nervous
force of a highly organized
C P Bearaan
J E La Rue, being. The lion is quick and Intel!!
All of Mills, N. M.
gent and purposeful; so that he brings
. Paz Valverde,
to his intenser activities the concen
tration of vivid nassion whether of
anger, of hunger or of desire."
.

t
i
i
intention to make nnai three year
proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, N. M. on the 23 day of Jan.

01

12--

Kerns,

O, H.

J. N. Nutter,
Nutter--KerQ- S

Co.

R-- E.

Business entrusted to
our care will receive
careful and prompt at-

tention.
Nutter-Kern- s
Real-Estat-

Pm.

Co.

e

N.M,

rauiw common to

AH.

On the whole we make too much ol
faults. Faults? The greatest of faults
I should say, is to have none. Thorn
as Carlyle.

m mm
Care Should Be Exercised That
Diameter is Correct
Advica Given by Exports of Depart- mnt of Agriculture Truck Soil
of Atlantic Coast RegionPotato
Culturo Requirements.
(Propared by the United States Department of Agriculture)
In determining the size of a stave
silo, the first thing to be considered is
the diameter, and this depends upon
the number of cattle to be fed. When
the diameter of a silo Is too great the
silaba is not fed off rapidly enough to
prevent some of it from spoiling.
This is particularly true when silage
Is fed in summer. Care should therefore be taken that the diameter of
the silo is not too great for the number of cows to be fed from it
The foregoing advice is given by experts of the United States department
of agriculture, on how to build a
stave silo. Prom SO lo 40 pounds of
silage per cow per day should be provided for average dairy cows during
the time when no other green feed is
available. After the diameter of a
silo has. been determined the next
consideration is the number of tons
of silage that will be needed, and this
depends on the length of the silage
feeding season. The silo should be
located if possible so as to open into
the feed room.
To lay out the foundation' for the
silo, drive a stake in the ground In
the center of the proposed silo. Saw
off this stake at the height desired
for the foundation wall, which should
be at least one foot above the ground
on the high side if the ground is sloping. One end of a straight 2x4 inch
scantling, a little longer than Is necessary to reach from the center of the
... Bilo to the outside of the foundation
wall should be nailed on top of the
stake with a
spike.
The
thickness of the wall should vary from
10 to 18 Inches, depending upon the
size of the silo, the material of the
foundation, and the ground on which
it is located. The inside of the foundation should be at least two ' inches
nearer to the center of the silo than
the inside of the staves. The material
of the foundation should be of stone,
brick or concrete.
If the earth in the bottom of the
silo Is firm and comparatively dry, no
provision need be made for drainage,
and a concrete floor is unnecessary.
Still, such a floor makes the silo easier to clean and makes it impossible
for rats to burrow .underneath the
foundation wall and gain access to the
silage.
The hoops should be made of
and one-hainch
rods, in sections from 10 to 14 feet in
length. The ends of these rods
'should be threaded for six Inches so
that they may be .Mned together by
means of lugs. Two hoops should be
placed below the first door, two between doors all the way up, and two
above the top door, if this space is
more than two feet; if less than two
feet, one will be sufficient. Three or
four hoops should at first be put on at
the bottom and tightened up. Planks
can then be thrown across the top of
the silo to serve as a scaffold, so that
the top hoop may be put around the
silo loosely, within reach of the
ground, after which they are pushed
up to the proper position with slats,
and made fast by stapling them to the
silo from a ladder. .
,

three-fourth-

five-eight-

s,
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Truck Soils of Atlantic Coast Region.
The great winter garden which supplies the cities of the northeastern
states with the fresh vegetables demanded for consumption during the
latter months of winter and those
of early spring stretches in a narrow
belt along the Atlantic coast from
the vicinity of Savannah, Ga., to the

THE
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southern portion of New Jersey, according to the department of agriculture,
Thta particular belt of territory, favorably situated with respect to intensive vegetable production, is the
result of the concurrent existence of
a number of favoring factors. In the
first place, the climatic conditions
within this belt render its successive
portions from south to north earlier
in the date of maturity for the different crops than any other regions in
the eastern states which are located
in the same latitudes. This arisen
from the fact 'that the land area of
the region lies at low altitudes. From
Savannah, Ga., to Camden, N. J., along
the Atlantic coast, there are no high
lands. The coastal land areas rlBe
from sea level with gentle slopes, and
the vast coastal plain presents a low,
nearly level, and unrelieved surface
throughout what is known as the
section.
The streams of the region consist
chiefly of narrow, tortuous
embayments, in whose channels the
tide rises to points removed 40 to 75
miles from the actual coast These
lower lands constitute narrow bands
along one or both banks of the stream-way"flat-wood-

tide-wat-

er
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WITH FUR TRIMMINGS
VELVET

THE FASHIONABLE
TERIAL JUST NOW.

MA-

Combination Is Peculiarly Rich, and
Effective White and Black, With
a Dash of Other Color, a Feature of the Models.
By MART DEAN.

Velvet is more than ever in
and an entire costume of one
of the beautiful rich colored soft
French or English velvets, trimmed
with fur, should make the woman who
Is wearing It feel as though she had
a long list of aristocratic ancestors,
and had sat in the lap of luxury all her
days.
Tailored gowns of velvet may have
either a long or a short coat. The
flounced skirt is particularly modish,
and suggests the charming little tunic
a la minaret. The majority of the

eyi-flenc- e,

"

Relative Importance of the Potato In
German and American Ag- riculture.
Potatoes in Germany take a more
important place than they do in this
country. Though the country is much
smaller than the United States, the
area planted is 8,165,000 acres, as compared with 3,566,000 acres in here.
The average total yield is 1,653,403,-00- 0
bushels, or 202.5 bushels per acre,
compared
with an average annual
as
of 343,587,000 bushels.
yield
American
If the states of Maine, New York,
Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota
alone were to plant 12.5 per cent, of
their arable land in potatoes, as Ger
many does, and secure an equivalent
yield, the produce would amount to
f
1,558,944,000 bushels, four and
times our present production from the
entire country.
Such an immense production of potatoes as Is found in Germany is manifestly not required to feed the people. As a matter of fact, only 28
per cent, of the crop is used for human food, while 40 per cent, is fed direct to farm animals and 12 per cent,
is set aside for seed purposes. The
Germans plant ovr twice as many seed
potatoes per aero as is the custom
here, or more than 24 bushels. An additional portion of the surplus, "in
round numbers, 100,000,000 bushels, a
little less than six per cent, of the
total crop, is made into alcohol and
used for industrial purposes, and to
replace petroleum products. Over
50,000,000 bushels, or about four per
cent., are made each year into starch,
dextrose, and related products. This
accounts for about all except ten per
cent, of the German crop, whih It is
estimated Is lost through focay.
one-hal-

-

USE CARE IN THE

s.

While it is impossible to give an accurate statement of the acreage suitable for the production of winter and
spring vegetables in the Atlantic coast
region, It may be stated that the areas
now utilized for such purposes constitute only a fraction of one per cent
of the total land areas which may ultimately be made available.'
The first requirement for the development of these lands will be a
market demand which shall Justify the
increased production, through paying
a price for the production commensurate with the expenditures and risks
This
undertaken by the producer.
may be attained through the natural
increase in' the consuming population
and, to a more marked degree, through
the extension of the markets to hundreds of thousands of city dwellers
who never taste the fresh vegetable
products at the period of the year
when these crops are placed upon the
market. Extensive community and
private drainage works must be undertaken before some of the best soils
for trucking are rendered available In
the co'astal regions.

girdle of rose satin-whicencircles ths
waist The neck, front and bottom of
bolero are trimmed with dark fur.
The tunic Is also bordered with a band
of the fur.
The tailored frock sketched la of a
beautiful shade of rich golden brown
velour de laine trimmed with fitch.
The girdle is of brown velvet.
An admirable model of white
duvetyn was shown In a smart shop
on Fifth avenue the other day. The
skirt, bodice and upper part of the
peplum were of white duvetyn. To
the lower part of the peplum was attached a broad border of plaited
brown mousseline de sole trimmed at
the bottom with a band of sable. There
was a brown velvet collar with tie of
the brown mousseline knotted at the
front. The girdle was of the brown
mousseline, tied at the back In a flat
bow. The long sleeves were finished
at the wrist with a double frill of
brown mousseline. There was- a hat
to accompany the frock of brown tulla
trimmed In front with a brown
aigrette.
"MAKE-UP- "

Cosmetics May Be Made Harmful
stead of Beautifying if They Are
Improperly Applied.

In-

"Cosmetic" means "beautifying." If
box do
the contents of your make-unot enhance your charms, give the
box to your dearest friend or enemy.
It is a fundamental law of art to
conceal art, and if, when you have
"touched up" your cheeks and lips,
your eyes and brows and all the rest
of your features, you look as if you
'
had undergone the process, take my
word for it, your charms are not enhanced.
On the other hand it is a narrow-minde- d
woman who would not resort
to a bit of rouge when her pallor is
unbecoming, or powder when her skin
is unpleasantly shiny.
Cosmetics should be regarded as an
aid only, and not be depended upon
to hide defects caused by carelessness
In the regular toilette of the face.
The face should be kept perfectly
clean and always a cold cream applied before rouge or powder.
Both rouge and powder should
"match" the complexion. That Is, if
you are a brunette the rouge will
have a yellowish tinge and the powder hint of ecru, while the blonde will
take a pinkish rouge and clearer
white powder.
The rouge, to defy detection, must
be applied so that it gradually fades
into the tint of the skin from a high
light, which for one person may be
on the cheek bones, for another nearer the eyes.
But after the rouge is" applied the
rest
of the features will probably
Golden Brown Velour de Lalne Edgneed touching up so as not to stand
ing of Fitch Girdle of Brown Velvet
out too much in relief. The lobes of
skirts are cut with godet plaits, and the ears, the chin, the lips, and the
form real godet folds on the hips. The nostrils will need attention, in all
same effect may be noticed on the cases the rouge being blended Into
the skin so nicely as to leave no edge.
Jacket.
Many
models in velvet
d
Birthday Announcements.
are fashioned in bolero style. A
girdle of the velvet extends to
The etiquette of birth announce
just below the bust line to give the ments is definite. The folded sheet of
necessary warmth.
pale pink bordered note paper an
nouncing
the arrival, the date, the
The white and black combination
weight,
the name of the parents,
and
continues in favor, and some of the
hours
most distinctive models introduced is sent out within twenty-fou- r
this season are in black and white, after the birth to every Immediate
with a mere dash of color somewhere. relative and to all Intimate friends on
Drecoll is responsible for one of the both sides of the family. The sheet
prettiest of these black and white of paper exactly fits into a two by
envelope, also narcreations, which has bodice and tunic
rowly
and, if the child
of white chiffon and trimmings of jet
boy,
on
is
bearing
a
its flap the full
for
beads. The beads form bands
the
s
of its father's family. A
neck, under part of the sleeves and
girl's announcement cannot carry a
lower part of the tunic.
The skirt is a draped model in the crest, but may have the parents' infrsupplest of black velvet. The detail tials intertwined.
which gives special cachet to this
New Spoon-Kniffrock consists of the skirt drapery,
which, beginning at the right side of
A Philadelphia woman has just pat
of manifold
the skirt front between the hem and ented a fruit spoon-knifthe knee, runs backward and upward usefulness. This spoon-knifhas a
over the tunic of chiffon and is fasten- flanging edge uprising from its bowl,
ed in a big, soft, fiat bow at the left that has a waved cutting edge not un
side back et the waistline. The much-- , like the form seen on a certain style
needed touch of color is shown in the of cake and bread knives.
p

fur-trimm-

high-shape-

color-bordere-

coat-of-arm-
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Professional Cards

Church Directory

Iglesia Católica

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

Visita pastoral y Misa tendrán Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M. I
lugar en la capilla de San Jorge,
Visitors are al-

1912.

Irvin Ogden, Sr.

at Scnool house.
de Roy el dia 1 3 del mes de En ero, ways welcome.
del ano 1914, a las 9:30 de la
G. R. Abernatiiy, Supt,
Subscription $1.50 Per Year
mañana,
matter at
Entered a3 second-clas- s
Se debe de Avisar el dia antes
CATHOLIC
the postoffice in Roy, N. M.
o sea a mi llegada en la plaza por
Mass once each month at the
los enfermos que reclaman les
Catholic Church. Dates announcThe skunk is an animal of great auxilios de la Religion.
Editor aod Publisher

economic importance. Its food
consists very largely of insects,
mainly of those species which
are very destructive to garden
and forage crops, Field observations and laboratory examination demonstrate that they destroy immense numbers of white
grubs, grasshoppers, crickets,
cutworms, hornets, wasps, and
other noxious forms. The alarm-in- g
increase of the white grub
in some localities is largely due
to the extermination of this
valuable animal.
In some regions, especially in
the Soutnwest. the bite of the
skunk is supposed to produce,
hydrophobia. This fear is un-- '
founded since it is proved that
the bite of a healthy skunk is no
more serious than similar wounds
caused by other agencies.
Iu connection with the work of
the range caterpillar investigations in northeastern New Mexico
it has been found that skunks
destroy a great many of the
pupas (ctiry salisOof this caterpillar
and in fact, during September
a:id October, when this food is
easily available, they prefer it to
all other.-.-j It is thus seen that
the common skunk is at the
present time one of the most important factors' looking toward
the control of Caterpillar outbreaks and should be protected
bv fie ranchers in the infested

A. C. Cellier,
Cura-Parroeo-

.

ed in advance.
Rev. Fr. Ant.

Cellier.

Priest in charge,

Church Services shall take
place in the Chapel of St. George
on the 13 day of January 1914, at

National

The

.

Weekly

First Time

Colliert in Clubyear
Until this

Special Offer to

ROY, NEW MEXICO

A. S. HANSON

Notary Public
Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.
NEW MEXICO
HOY;

M. D. GIBBS
Physician and Surgeon
Fairview Pharmacy
ROY, NEW MEXICO

Phone 14

A.M., 7.30, P.M.
Service
Rey. R. A. Price , Pastor.

COL.

F. O. WHITE

AUCTIONEER

Coiner's... .$20)
$1.U j$Z.5U

b-- A.

Cry Sales Everywhere.
Distance not Considered
Terms Reasonable

I

Lodge Directory

Cedar Stump

AVO
seventeen women who are owners
and editors of newspapers in the
state of Oklahoma. It is an
R10US SICKNESS
galixy and promises
much for the reform and betterment of that state socially and By Being Constantly Supplied Willi
politically.
The&ord's
There is no field of usefulness,

No. 61
Camp meets last Thursday of each
month during summer iuuuiho.
W. P. Tmdall,
Council Commander.
M. D. Gibbs, Clerk.

outside the home that offers
women a broader sphere, ór for
which some are more naturally
adapted, than newspaper work
in a small town where the paper

United States
Commissioner
ETC.

with

Roy,

Homestead Lodge, No. 46
Meets every Wednesday
I. O. O. F Hall, Koy,

at

fV"in
m.

Visiting members always welcome
01ln Leach'
T ' F. Self.
Secretary.
Noble Grand.

PROOFS

FILING- S- CONTESTS
OSico

ve

Black-Draug- ht.

F. H. FOSTER

Camp

I. O. O. F.

The Publisher's Auxiliary this
week presents the pictures of

Satisfaction
G'r'n't'd

Woodmen of
the World

What You Get Jn Collier's

600 Newt Photos
250 Short Article
150 Short Storie
100 Illustrated Features
2 Complete Novels

NEW MEXICO

MILLS

Recognizing the great demand for Collitr'$ at
the new price, we have made arrangements to
offer it and our own publication each one year
for the price of Collin' $ alone. This is a limited
offer and must be taken advantage of promptly.

1000 Editorial!

Residence

,

Per Readers

CoUier'$ is the one big, independent, fearless
weekly of the whole country. Not only is it the
good citizen's handbook but it is also a
magazine for the whole family. Among the
things that a year's subscription gives sret

At

Office

BAPTIST
First Sunday in each month.

andwehave secured
a concession whereby we can offer it
at a still further
reduction in connection with this
publication.

district.

"

Physician and Surgeon

Collier' t has been
sold at $5.50. Now
the price is $2.50

.

should reflect the moral and social
life of the people whom it represents. The familiar, sympathetic,
personal and
record of current events íd a
community and the frank, fearless and intelligent editorial arraignment of public evils when
publicity is necessary to right
them; is a mission of which any
man or woman who has the ability to write lucidly or to manipulate the mechanical means by
which a newspaper is created,
may well take pride in.

T. F. SELF

Presbyterian,

Sermon every third Sunday
9:30 a. in.
Notices of sick calls should be at 7.30 P.M. at Roy School house.
J. S. Russel, Pastor.
given the previous day, upon my
arrival in town.
CHRISTIAN
A. C. Cellier.
Second and Fourth Sundays of
Catholic Pastor.
each month,' morning and evening. Elder C. E. Hunt, Pastor.

Collier's

,

Spanish-America-

n.

New Mex.

:

eo. Hart
JEWELRY
Wató and clock repairing
a specialty, Eyeglasses
fitted, All work Guaran.
teed
V

N. Mex

Harmony Reb.ek.ah
Lodge No. 24, D. of R.

J. FLOERSHEIM

N. M.
Meets in I. O. O. P. Hall, Roy,
each
of
evening
Friday
1st. and 3d.
wel-

Notary Public

always
McDuff, Va. "I suffered for severa1 month, Visiting members
vpnrs." savs Mrs. I. B. Whittaker. o! come.
this place, "with sick headache, and
Mrs. Beckie Goodman N. u.
stomach trouble.
Ten years ago a friend told me to try Miss
wuu.ii i uiu,
inecuoras
and I rfound it to be the best family medi- Cine ior young ana oía.
I keep
on hand all the
time now, and when my children feel a
linlf ha.V thev ask me for a dose, and ii
does them more good than any medicine

Grace

V.

Collins,

Secy

.

DiacK-urauyi- u,

I

.

Black-Draug- ht

At

A

Modern Woodmen
of America

CampNo.14361

J

tney ever mea.
VJp never have fl Ion? snell of sick
ness in our family, since we commenced
using
is purely
Thedford's
vegetable, and has been tound to regu
!at wenlf stnmarhs. aid digestion. re
indigestion, colic, wind, nausea,
lieve......
L.
i
i
nuuA &uuuu
neauacne, sick, siuuidui.
Black-Draug- ht

Black-Draug-

ht.

to-da-

W. H. WILLCOX
United States
Land Commissioner

Black-Draugh- t."

symptoms.
It ha hppti In constant use for more
than 70 years, and has benefited more
than a million people.
Your druggist sells and recommends
Price only 25c. Get a
Backage y.
N.cm

Conveyances and transfers. Prompt
ness and care in all matters.

ROY, N. M.

M. H. KOCH
Licensed Embalmer

Funeral Director
PHONE 116

:

:

TUCUMCARI,

N. M.

and Proofs.
Careful and competent services rendered m all land matters.

Filings, Contests
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Making Tomorrow's
World
By WALTER
(Dean

f the Schools

WILLIAMS, LL.D.

Joanvliun of the Untttnitu

THE WOMAN

IN THE

London, England. The parliamentary franchise for women

translated Into

parallelismthe right
of women to vote
for members of
Is
a
congress
subject In Great
Britain of argument, newspaper
article, public
meeting, fierce
contention, and,
in the case of
militant socle-ties- ,
acts of
American

law-lessne- ss

and
amateur revolution. An assem
blage of women,
0
estimated in number from
to 250,000, from all parts
of
the United Kingdom gathered in Hyde Park, London, a day or
two ago, in a demonstration for the
franchise. Meeting after meeting is
held attacking the Liberal government
for declining to permit the consideration of a suffrage measure in parliament The question has, become politically acute. From the shades of
academic discussion it has been forced
cut into the open of practical politics
As it is In the domain of practical pol
itics, one hears the epithets that too
often disgrace political discussion
"She Is a hyena in petticoats," said an
speaker, describing a dis
tinguished Englishwoman who favored
suffrage borrowing, consciously or
unconsciously, the phrase with which
Horace Walpole pictured the brililant
Mary Wollstonecraft, mother of the
woman's suffrage movement in Eng"These dreadful, miBguided
land.
women," said a British woman of high
social rank, "who would destroy all
the good in the world." "Tyrant," and
"monster" are favorite epithets flung
at the prime minister, Mr. Asquith,
whose opposition to woman's suffrage
has thus far prevented parliamentary
adoption, almost consideration, of
a woman's suffrage bill. When all
words fail, the militant suffragists
throw stones and set on fire buildings
and the British policemen use clubs.
Woman's Suffrage Ignored by Press.
An odd feature of it all is that
while the woman's suffrage movement
has been advancing in Great Britain
in the last ten years, not by painful
Inches but by rapid furlongs, the British press, in the main, has largely ignored it. Only when it got into the
police courts, by the deliberate and
purposeful lawlessness of the militant
section of the suffragists, did the London dailies deign to notice the movement to any considerable extent.
There appeared to be a conspiration
of silence on the part of the newspapers. Explanations are various for
this silence. "It wasn't news," said
the editor of the most widely circulated newspaper with a single exceptionin Great Britain. "If a few. women hired a hall in a corner of London,
made speeches and passed resolutions,
nobody wished to read about It in the
newspapers next morning except themselves.' Why should we print it? Of
course, when another group of women
sought to burn St. Paul's that became
news to everybody and we published
it."
Another explanation is that the
great London dailies, with two or three
notable exceptions, are Conservative
in política. The majority of the Con
200,-00-

anti-suffra-

ge

"

mj Minouri)

CASE

servative party are opposed to the extension of the parliamentary franchise
to women. The British newspapers are
organs of comment and opinion on
their news pages as well as in their
editorial columns, and publish only or
chiefly those things which help or
which they think will help thier par
ticular party. By Ignoring woman's
suffrage they thought they promoted
the interests of the Conservative policy. The Liberal journals, in the interest of the Liberal government,
which, divided in sentiment on the
subject, Ignores or, at least, postpones
Its consideration, did the same. The
Hyde Park demonstration,' in which at
least 200,000 women took part, with
important addresses from some of
Englánd's most distinguished women,
received a scant half column in the
London newspapers the next morning,
or, rather, taking place ,Saturday and
there being no Sunday newspapers, It
the sec
received the scant
ond morning following.
Progress of Movement Unrecorded.
"No body of political controversial
ists are so badly served by their own
said Mrs,
press as the
of
president
Millicent Garrett Fawcett,
Suf
Women's
of
the National Union
e
frage Societies. "The
press appears 10 aci on me assumption that if they say nothing about
a political event it is the same as if
it had not happened. Therefore, while
they give prominence 'to any circum
stances which they Imagine likely to
be injurious to suffrage, they either
say nothing about these facts which
indicate its growing force and volume
or else record them in such a manner
that they escape the observation of
the general reader. The result is that
only the suffragists, who are in constant communication with their comrades in various parts of the world and
also have their own papers, are kept
duly informed not only of what has
happened but what is likely to happen.
For the ignorance of the
press of London
the
is mainly responsible. Things are what
they are and the consequences will be
what they will be, whether the newspapers print them or not, and to leave
the controversialists on your own side
in ignorance of facts of capital importance is a strange way of showing political allegiance." H. A. White, the
editor of the London Daily, Standard,
introduced a new departure in London
journalism in this respect. He devoted
a page daily to a full statement of
events and arguments bearing on all
sides of the suffrage and other women's questions.
half-colum-

n

,"

anti-suffrag-

anti-suffragis- ts

anti-suffrag-

e
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' Militancy.

The campaign of the militant women suffragists, however, receives large
notice in the newspapers. The London Times, in this morning's issue
publishes a list of the principal fire
losses believed to have been caused by
militant women suffragists. It occupies a column and is conspicuously
displayed. The total is about $750,000.
The Times is fair enough to say, however, that the evidence is not strong
in all the cases reported.
But why militant suffragists, who
seem to be peculiar to Great Eritaln?
To attract attention, says one; to force
the government to consider our demands, says another; to gain money
and notoriety for a few leaders, says
a third. "It seems to be a law of political evolution," quoted a militant suffragist in her own behalf, "that no
great advance in human freedom can
be gained except after the display of
some kind of violence. We are only

adopting the methods of men to ac
complish our ends."
Helped by Brutal Treatment.
Militancy has been met, in many In
stances, by brutality. The
Act, which releases for a time
from prison offenders who are ill or
go on a hunger strike and then permits their rearrest, has been substituted for the barbarity with which
forcible feeding was carried on. The
unnecessary severity with which some
policemen dealt with some zealous or
fanatical women caused public opinion, which had been almost unanimous
in condemning militancy the revolutionary rather than the constitutional
method of propaganda to change for
a time, if not to actual approval, to a
kind of tacit Indorsement or indifference. This brutal severity, shown in
a number of cases, by the police au
thorities has also tended to unite the
discordant elements that favor worn:
an's suffrage into one somewhat harmonious whole. On the platform of a
large hall in the West end of London
the other evening were in vocal har
mony speakers representing all phases
of the movement, from the militant,
who threw rocks, to the lady who only
wrote letters to the newspapers and
for reasons of domestic tranquillity
wrote them anonymously. Severity
had the usual effect or creating sympathy for the person punished and less
opposition to the cause. Recently the
severity has been lessened and the
punishment has been made more nearly to fit the offense. Narrating what
was done only a few months ago, an ardent suffragist said that minor breaches of law, such as waving flags and
making speeches in the lobbies of the
houses of parliament, were treated
more severely than serious crime on
the part of men had often been. A sentence of three months' imprisonment
as an ordinary offender was passed in
one case against a young girl who had
done nothing except to decline to be
bound over to keep the peace, which
she was prepared to swear she had
not broken. The turning of the hoBe
upon a suffrage prisoner in her cell on
a midwinter night is another example.
Militants Small in Number,
The militant suffragists, first organ-izeinto a society ten years ago, are
now divided into two or more inharmonious groups. Their work is largely
associated in the public mind with the
names of the Pankhursts, 'mother and
daughter. The militant suffragists
constitute but a handful of the advocates of the franchise for women.
They get 90 per cent, of the public attention but they are in number and
importance scarcely one per cent. The
National union, which advocates con
stitutional methods, includes or rep
resents the greater part, of the suffragists. There are scores of othei
women's organizations formed with
the same general purpose.
The opposition of Mr. Asquith, the
Liberal prime minister, despite a tentative promise given before he went
into office, has prevented practical consideration of any woman's suffrage
bill In the house of comons which includes probably a majority supporting
the measure. Among those who favoi
woman's suffrage are Sir Edward
Grey, David Lloyd George, Ramsaj
McDonald, the Labor leader, Lord Hal
dane, Arthur Balfour, Philip Snowdeu
and William Redmond. The opposition
numbers such distinguished statesmen
as Mr. Asquith, Austen Chamberlain,
Winston Churchill and F. E. Smith.
The result of the next general election
in 1914 will, in part, turn upon the
question, because woman's suffrage
societies are entering the campaign
pledging, as far as possible, every candidate for parliament to favor an adequate suffrage bill.
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FOREIGN.

The death of Josef Giampetro, Germany's leading comedian, was. an- Dounced from Berlin. His death was
sudden, the result of a paralytic
stroke.
Queen Mother Sophia of Sweden
died at Stockholm in her 78th year.
She had suffered acutely for several
flays and succumbed to an attack of
inflammation of the lungs.
The public execution of thirteen
Formosan conspirators was carried
out at Taihoku, Formosa, according to
dispatches received by the government at Tokio. Their heads were cut
off.

Duke Francesco of Campobello, who
said to have been disinherited by
his uncle, the late Cardinal Rampolla.
has asked the authorities at Rome to
Í3

make an inventory of the entire estate
of the dead prelate.
Fighting between Mexican federals
and constitutionalists at Ojinaga, Mexico, was resumed Tuesday morning.
The rebels advanced upon the federal
of
trenches where the remnant
Huerta's army in Northern Mexico had
taken refuge after its disastrous defeat
Monday.

The Northern division of the Mexican federal army at Ojinaga, Mexico,
with its eleven generals, other officers and about 4,000 soldiers, after a
merciless three days attack by General Ortega's 6,000 rebels, began fleeing in disorder across the river at
Presidia, Tex., into the United States.
The return of Da Vinci's "Mona
Lisa" to Paris, after an absence of two
years and four months, was made a
ceremonious occasion by the French
government.
picture,
The
after
traveling from Florence to Rome and
thence to Milan under careful guardianship, was committed to the care
of the representative of the French
government, Henry Marcel, conserva
tor of the French National Museums.
GENERAL,

President Wilson's vacation at Pass
Christian, Miss., is greatly improving
hid health.
The body of a man found in a trunk
on the East Side in New York has
ben positively identified as that of
John Kremen, a Polish laborer, who
has recently been employed on road
work near Garrison, N. Y.
A window in the memory of Colonel
John Jacob Astór, who lost his life in
the Titanic disaster, was dedicated in
the church of the Messiah at Rhine-becN. Y. It was placed by his
widow, Mrs. Madeline Force Astor.
W. G. Anderson, a Chicago attorney, was denied a petition in the United State District Court for a writ of
habeas corpus for John F. Deitz, defender of Cameron dam, by Judge
Geiger at Milwaukee. Deitz is serving
ser.tence of life, imprisonment for the
murder of a deputy 'sheriff.
The year 1913 will be long remembered in Wall street as one of the
dullest in almost a decade. Compared
with 1912, when stock and bond sales
on the stock exchange aggregated
130,735,700 shares and $672,000,000 respectively, last year shows a decrease
in stock sales of 44,700,000 shares and
in bonds of $170,000,000.
President Wilson did not sacrifice
his program of nine hours sleep to the
custom observed by 'thousands,
throughout the country of watching
the old year pass. He went to bed
early, as usual to get a good night's
rest before his conference with John
Lind, who will report in full his observations during six months in
k,

Mexico.

..:

Governor Ernest Lister and Mayor

Advice From Wise Parent.
George F. Cotterill, on Invitation of
The education of our children is
Hoboes' union of Seattle, visited
never out of my mind. Train them to

virtue, habituate them to industry, activity, and spirit. Make them consider every vice as shameful and unmanly. Fire them with ambition to
be useful. Make them disdain to be
destitute of any useful knowledge.
John Adams to his wife.

the
the

lodging house conducted by the union
of the city.
with the
Three floors of an old hospital building are used. Four hundred destitute
men slept on the floor of the Open
Door mission and nearly as many at
the Salvation Army.
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Notice For Publication

Notice For Publication

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clajton, N.M
Dec, 10, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Anastásio
Esquibel, of Mills, N. M. who, on
e
Aug 3,
3, 1909 made HE No
6153, Serial Nos.
for
the SEi and the NEi Sec. 23, Twp. 22N
Range 25 E. N. M. P.' Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before W. H.
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, N. M. on the 6th day of
March 1913.
Claimant names' as witnesses:
Fsderico Esquibel,
Adolfo Montoya,
Trinidad McGrath, Celedón Esquibel,
1906-Jun-

03582-0838-

3,

Dac. 29, 1913.

Notice is hereby given that Wendelin
Herrle, of Tucumcari, N. M. who, on
Nov. 22, 1907, made HE No, 05883- 21496, for NEi Section 35, Township
20 N. Range 2 7E. N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
fore F. H. Foster U. S. Commis
sioner, at his office at Roy, N. M. on
thelO 'day of March 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Reynolds, Richard, Reynolds, Cenith
Hickle, fí. E,
Reynolds, Reece
All of Roy.N. M.

Rgi3ter.

Department of the. Interior,
U, S. Land office at Clayton, N. M.
Dec. 10, 1913.

Notice is hereby given that Dortha
Hickel, of Solano, N. M. who, on
March 12, 1907, made HE No.
for SEJ Section 34, Twp. 20,
N. Range 27 E. N. M. P. Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Dudley S. Durrin, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office at SolanoN.M. on the 27 day
1914.

.

Mexico.

Dec.

,

10, 1913,

Notice is hereby given that William
S. Morris, of Roy, N. N, who on Nov.
for
27, 1907, made HE No,
Ei NEJ Sec. 18, Twp. 20 N. Range
has filed
26 East of N. M.P. Meridian,
notice of intention to make final Five
year Proof to establish claim to the
land above described before F. H,
05925-2159-

1,

Foster, U. S. Commissionor, at his
office in Roy, N. M. on the 11th day of
March, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses
G, R. Abernathy, ' Lew Wi Peiffer,
Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Frank J. Sheltren
All of Roy, Mora County, New Mex.
Paz Valverde,

Notice Is hereby given that Elizabeth
J, Hepburn, of Solano. N. M. who on
March 23, 1907, made HE No.
for NEi Section 3. Town
ship 19 N. Range 27 E. N. M. P.
Meridian has filed notice of intention
to make Five Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
U. S. Commissioner
D. S.
Durrin, at his office, at Solano, N. M.
on the 27th day of March, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Harriet E. Cris well, Dortha S. Hickel
Earnest Choate,
Francis M Hughes
.

fore

all of Solano, N. M.
Paz Valverde,

Register.

17

0452-1655- 1,

.

,

Register,

,

Dec. 29,1913.

Register,

Notice for Publication

Notice For Publication.

Department of the Interior,
Department of the interior,
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
U.S.Land Office, Clayton, New Mex.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
1913.
Dec. 10,
Dec. 29, 1913.
Dec. 10, 1913,
is
Notice
hereby
given
that Ben W
given
Raymond
hereby
that
Notice is
Notice is hereby given that Simon
Cherry,
for
the
of
Amos
heirs
J. Cherry
H. Austin, of Roy, N. M. who on Jan,
P. Sersain, of Mills, N. M, who, on
7, 1911. made HE No. 012652, for NEi deceased, of Roy, N. M. who on
e
June 23,
23, 1913, made HE
NEi, Si NEi, and NWi SEi, Section made HE 06743 No. 24674, for WiSEi,
0
Serial Nos.
for SWi 11, Township 20 N. Range 26 East, and Ei SWi, Sac. 10 Twp. 21 N. Rng.
Section 35, and SEi Section 34,
has filed notice of 26E. N M P. Meridian, has filed noN.M. P. Meridian,
Twp. 22 N. Range 25 E. N. M. P.
Proof tice of intention io' make Five Year
intention to make final three-yeMeridian, has filed notice of intention
roof to establish claim to the land
to establish his claim to the land abve
'
to make final three year proof, to esdescribed, before F. H. Foster. U. S, above described, before F. H, Fos- tablish claim to the land above describ
tt o nA. :
t
Commissioner, at his offic in Roy, N. M.
ed, before F. H. Foster, U. S, ComM.
on
20th
the
1914,
day of March, 1914,
on the 9th day of March
missioner at his office at Roy, N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses,
Claimant names as witnesses,
On the; 9th day of March, 1914.
'.. E. Russell,
j. H. Mahoney,
Thomas O. Scott,
John Shamblin,
Claimant names as witnesses,
. L. Swaim,
H. A, Russell,
John Schneider,
Charles E. Deaton, Oral 0 Deaton, John W, Scott,
All of Roy, N, M.
All of Roy N MCharles Weathenll Thomas H Polaski
'?
Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde,
All of Mills, N. M.
Register;
Register,
Paz Valverde,
Register,
016337-0655-

.

ar

,

.

-

-

Frank D. flickel,
All of Solano, N.M.

0-2-7

Paz Valverde,

17

Register,

17

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton,
Dec. 29,

1913,

N.M.
"

-

Section

34,
Range1 26

Township

East,

of

.

Notice for Publication

Notice for Publication

Notice For Publication

Notice is hereby given that Alice A.
Jackson, of Mills, N. M. who,- on
July 27, 1910, made HE, No 011785 for
North,

"

1908-Jun-

5,

Claimant names as witnesses':
James W. Johnson, of Roy, N- M.
Richard Reynolds, Geo. W. Rudisill

WJ

Notice for Publication.

Department of the Interior.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New

Notice For Publication

Notice For 'Publication

February

Paz Valverde,

'

Paz Valverde,

04677-1608-

Notice for Publication

Department of the Interior,
U. Sk Land Office at layton, N. M.

All ofRoy, N. M.

of

SPANISH-AMERICA-

23

Department of the Interior, ,
Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N, M,
U. S. Land Office. Clayton, N.M,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. MM
Dec. 10,1913.
. Dec. ,10, 1913,
Dec. 29, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Charles
Notice is hereby given that Nancy
Notice is hereby givenhat Mrs. Océa
P. Stanley,, of Solano, N. M who, on
Of Roy, N. M. who. .on Aug. 19, .
Stone,
Nov.
M.
N.
Roy,
Kohel,
who
ori
A.
of
Oct. 10, 1910 Sept. 17, 1913, 'made HE
7
for NWi
.907,
HE No.
made
HE
1910
e
Serial
made
1,
25,
and Additional entry, Serial
2Q
27 E. N.'
Range
N,
No. Q2320 and later filed additional Section 22, Twp.
for Ei NEi, Sec. 13, Lots 1 & homestéad entry Serial 011441, NEi M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
3 Sec. 18 Twp. 19 N. Rg. 27 E. Ei NEi
Sec. 20 and, SEi Sec. 20. Township indention to maké Final five year,
and Wi NEi Section 13, Town.20 .N, Range 27 E. N. M. P. proof, to establish claim to the land
26
ship 19 N. Range
Meridian, has filed- notice of inten above described, before F.H.. Foster,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
tion to make Three' Year Proof, to U, S. Com., : at hi3 office at Roy,
make final Three Year Proof to estabestablish claim to 'the land above N. M., on the 20, day of March,
lish claim to the land above described described, before F.H. Poster, U. S. .yi4..
Commissoner Coitimissioner,at his office, Roy, N,M
before F .H. Foster-,-U.S- .
Claimant names: as- witnesses, v
office
Roy,
in
M., on the
N.
at his
John CnsWell,
Ogden Sr.
rvin
on the 5, day of March, 1914.
14th day of March, 1914.
Mrs. P. A. Powell,
A. Powell,
'"
Claimant names as witnesses,
Claimant names as witnesses;
..
all of Roy, N. M.
William Bowman,
Oscar A Million, William Hill,
Walter Ross,
,.
..
Paz Vaí verde. '
Joseph Allen, George W Hutchison, A. S. Hoskins,
John W. Mackey,
Register.'
',
all óf Roy, N. M.
All of Solano, N. M.
1.17
Paz Valverde,
, Paz Valverde,
,
0258-1916-

1903-Jun-

012236-01699-

N.

M. P. meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final three year
proof to establish claim to the land
above described before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office, at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 21st day of
March, 1914..
Claimant names as witnesses
Bacil Proctor,
Charles E Deaton .
Ross Eaton,
Frank Seright

1,

,

.P.

-

.

.

all of Mills, New Mexico,
Paz Valverde

Register.

-- 10-2-7

,

.

.

.

.

12-2- 0'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Register,'

Register v

'

''

Notice For Publication

V

Notice for

Department of the Interior,
U S Land Office at Clayton, N M,
Dec. 29, 1913,

Notice is hereby given that Epifanio
Gonzales of Bueyeros, N M who' on
made HE 06319 No 73166 for
NEi
S SEi of Section 14 and W
Section 23, Twp, 20, N. Range
30 E, N M P Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before N. T. Baca,
Ú S Commissioner, at his office atGal-legoNM, on the 24 day of March,

s,

1914,

Claimant names as witnesses:
Miguel Gonzales y Baca, ,
Francisco Martinez,
Telesf oro C de Baca,
Feliciano C de Baca,
All of Bueyeros, N M,
Paz Valverde.
Register.

Re-Publicati-

Notice For

on

Depatment of the Interior,
U.S. Land Office at Clayton,. N. M.;

on

Department of Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton N. M,
,

,

t;

Dec. 23, 1913

;

.,

1

Notice is hereby given that Ida F
Notice is hereby given that Andrew
Ross, of Solano, N. M.' who on Oct. 18
Smith, of Roy, N, M, who
made HE 18232, Serial Nos, 1910 made HE No 012280, for Ni SEi
for SivSEf,i SWi'Sec? "áec. 5 and Wi NWi Sec: 8, T wp, 18
and SWi Sec 3, Twp 19 N Rg 26E NMP N.,: Range 27 E. N. M. P. Meridian
Meridian, has filed, notice of intention has, filed noticev of intention to make
proof to es Three Year Proof to establish cláim to
to make Final Five-yea- r
tablish claim to the land above descri- the' land above described, before Reg
bed, béf oré' Register & Receiver of U S ister & Récéiv er U.S. Land Office at
day of . February
Clayton,NM on the-2Land Office at Clayton,, N. M."4.
"
1914.:;'
.'7 '"
19Í4.
day
18th
of
r
February,
on the
Claimant names as witnesses,
Claimant names as witnesses;
LeviJ'Culver,-Albert É Clifford,
; William Baum,
Vidal C Martinez,' John Beckman,
P Upton,.'
E. J, H. Roy,' Donald
W. A. Brumage,
'
of Solano, N. M.";
all of Roy, N, M,
;:
Paz Valverde,'
Paz Valverde,
Register.

05067-0996-

4,

,

-

"

!

Register.

víAIÍ

Department of the Interior,
at Uayton, ts.
U. S. Land Office
'
t-

:

"Dec. 23 1913.

--

,..

Re-Publicati-

m..

oft

Notice is hereby given that Alexander
Berentz, of 'Mills, Ni M. Mrho,v on.
:
March 1, 1907, made HE
'
for SEi, Section 1, xownsmp
Meri-1,North Range 25E.;. N,, M, P.
to
intention
fiiorl notice of
estabmake.final five year proof,' to
lish Claim tO ule ianu auuvo ucaviiu,
f" TT' Foster. U. S.' " Commis- sioner, at 'his office, at Roy.'N. M. on
the 23 day of March 1914.
Claitdant. names as witnesses.
Archibald C. .Meikle", Jesse E La Rue,'
Benjamin HoDsou uanw wtjawitjini,
All of Mills, N: M.
Paz Valverde;
Register.
04620-1561- 1,

0.

.

.

